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Xmas
Are You

PulbithtdEvery Friday. Terma,$l .iO per Year
tti a duooMnf 0/ 80 0 to thou paying in Advance

t«

Giving

at a Loss as

wbat

to

MULDER aaoi. a WHELAN, publuheiu
Hates of Advertlalnirmade known upon application. Holland Civt N*wh Printing House
UootA Kramer Bldg., 8th street. Holland, Mich.

give?

CITY

May

be w© can help you by naming
a list of useful— ornamental Gifts-

AND

VICINITY.

^

The Holland Amusement club has
Geo, H. Huizenga has placed a fire
reached its membership limit of 75. and burglar proof safe weighing
8000 pounds in his store.
If you know of boys who are
meaner than the two boys who ran
Deputy Sheriff Overweg served
the two live ducks through the papers in Zeeland and Forest
Grove last Tuesday.
wringer just let us know.

There is a movement on foot
J. W. Brown of Indiana wijl
near New Richmond to dam the open his new bazaar in the Slagh &
Kalamazoo River for the purpose Zuidewind buildingnext week.
C.
of generatingpower for an electric
The
December
term
of the AUegaa
railroad.
.

This city has had free mail delivery service for seven years.

-

County Circuit court will begin

JSSS

The Central Ottawa Teachers

Sideboard
China Closets
Sec’y Bookcases

associationwill meet

at

the Allen-

John Koning of Saugatuck expects to have his new residence

Allegan Press— F. Kracker of
a first class plumber, has
The Holland Commercial.club of Mr. Koning will have one of the been employed by the Allegan Hard*
this city has filed articles with the
ware and Supply Co. and he will befinest residences in Allegan county.

dale Centre high school tomorrow. ready for

holidays.

occupancy before the

When

it is completed,

secretary of state.

Ladies’ Dressers

Holland,

gin his duties at

Rev. Henry Sluyter, formerly a move

Buffets
of people to see better

Music Cabinets

and we would like to
* help you

Parlor Cabinets
Morris Chairs

Couches

Satisfact’n Guat ant’d

Eyes Examined Free

LADIES9 DESKS

Dinner Tables, Davenports, Rockers, Rugs, Parlor
Tables, Parlor Cabinets.

W.R. Stevenson

Early Buyers get first choice and
we hide the gift until vou want it

Optical Specialist

24 East Eighth St

{

JAMES A. BROUWER

U212-2I4 RIVER STREETlIJ

FOR YOUR XMAS
PRESENTS
Go

to

HENRY’ VANDER PLOEG,

a fine line of Books,

Smoking

Fancy

who always keeps

pieces In a

Children’s

Work Boxes, Shaving Sets, Cuff and
New \rear Cards, Games 'toys, Books,
Toys, Xmas Cards, etc.

H. Vander
41

E.

8th. THE BOOK

STORE

lieve

Holland,

MicL

*«6ig«6SeSSte
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Weinviteyou
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Buy

T

1

ra

lect

Y'our Child’s Cold,

WC become a

1
it

^

may

of Goods

For the Holidays
many de-

and very useful

Gifts here that are last-

ing and appreciated.

Van ArK
Furniture Store

flock.

patronizing him in preference to
local buyers because local buyers
hold the price down to the lowest
notch until someone else comes in
and offers more.”

on the system they have discharged
one man where there were two or
three, and many of the agents have
sent in their resignations, claiming
that they cannot keep up with the
work.

Fred A. Gardner, son of Col.
The Benton Harbor NewsCornelius Gardner, Twenty First
Palladium
says editorially: In the
Infantry* has been designated by
way of a Thanksgiving day collecthe presidentfor examination for a
commission as second lieutenant tion Benton Harbor did well. A
in the army. The young man’s collectionof practically$50 was
not bad when it is considered alone.
father, who spent the early years of
his life in this city where he at- It looks /very insignificanthowtended Hope College, entered ever, when compared with the
West • Point on the recommenda- $1,200 paid in collections at the
different churches at Holland on
tion of the late Thomas White.
Thanksgivingday.
kFerry, when the latter was in the
.

S. Senate.

our

6ity Treasurer Wilterdink will
open his office for the collection of
taxes next Monday in the rear room
Pine Tree Expectof the second floor of the Vander
Veen building at 20 West Eighth
street, occupied by the SternGoldman Clothing company. The
l$l and give it at the first symtotal amount of the tax rolls is
ptoms of a cold or bronchial
$84,900.61, but this sum does not
cough and you will be more jrn include a special tax of $20,000 for
than satisfied with the result pi sewer, paving and other street imify It’s guaranted to do as we
provements. The $84,900 is apsay or we will refund your
portioned as follows: State tax,
\Jj)
-g
*9.152.77; county, $8,884.84;city,
I® $44,863; school, 22,000.

%

®

orant

®

^

y

^

money. *

Icon

^

’

Saugatuck Commercial Record

De

Pree

Drug Store

** — Burke, Smith and Nelson, the

^

Muskegon contractors,have practically finished operations on the

harbor job for

this season.

H.P.ZVMR.
COAL AND WOOD

CLOVER AND TIMOTHY

winter, and the crow, although they
do not have to stay at the station aa
in the active season, will be subject
to calls at any time their services
may bo demanded to save life or
property^. Spme of the men are
married and live near the station all
the year. The others leave in the fall

and return in time

to

go on duty the

first of April.

Holland is not as sporty as vit was
the days when the boys thought
nothing of going from Holland to
in

Grand Haven nnd beyond to see a
prize fight. Y'oung Kid McCoy, a
scrapper that has attained fame
in the cast was hero Tuesday and
tried to make arrangments for a
The regular schedule of the Gra- bout. Ho was willing to go against
local
ham & Morton Vine has been discon- an imported slugger or
tinued and from now until the slugger but could arouse no interest
weather and the condition of the mid departed in sadness for a more
harbor forces the company to lay up sportily inclined clime. Those were
the steamer for the winter the boat fast old days when the boys boarded
will clear from Holland and from the steamer Lizzie Walsh and hied
Chicago whenever it is possible. themselvesdown the lake shore to a
Navigationfrom now on is resolved secluded spot and saw two imported
into a matter of loading with freight gentlemen of the five ounce gloves
at either port and clearing for the batter away at each other for keeps.
Fast old days but they have reother port when possible.
treated into history and the game
The steamer City of Benton Har- ones of long ago have passed ii.to
bor, of the G. & M. line, built by the sere and yellow of sporting life.
the Craig Shipbuilding company of
Judge Padgham granted AttorToledo, with a guaranteed speed of
ney Smedley’s motion to continue
twenty two miles an hour, after bethe John Fox case over term and
ing in commissionduring the sumthe matter has been stricken from
mer season was returned to Toledo,
having failed to make guaranteed this term’s calendar. John DePree

a

The speed. With her shaft raised

north pier is very nearly completed
and the south pier more than half
constructed.The chief of engineers
has recommended an appropriation
of $7500 for continuing the work
ind there is little doubt but that
this will be incorporated in the
DEALER IN
river and harbor bill which will be
passed by the Congress about to be
convened. The next section of the
work for which this appropriation
will provide will be building the
revetments or inshore piers from
, 275 E. Eighth St.
the lake to the river. It is hoped
the contracts may be let so this
part of the work will be done next
season. The dredging of the new
channel will be the last operation
of the new harbor work and this
cannot possibly occur before the
summer of 1906 and may be deLinseed Meal, Oysters Shells and layed beyond that time by the
Ready Roofing. Right Prices and failure of Congress to appropriate
Prompt Delivery. Cit?. Phone 460. the necessary funds.

SEEDS

also

Montague Observer: “Po-

tatoes aje moving, this week. Mr.S.

serious sickness.

a 25c bottle of

$

look over our Line

sirable

D

®

v

will Find

TWeweler

Ploeg
m

You

we have done so.

Harflle,

^

To

variety of decoration as well

more moderately priced articles.
We have endeavored to select a line to
select a line to meet all demands and be-

Sets,

will

Wednesday at midnight the Hoi*
VanderMeer of Vriesland, Mich.,
The
Pere
Marquette
has
in land life saving station was closed
has practicallybought all stock
augurated a new scheme among its for the active season. ; Capt. Poole
that the farmers want to dispose of
office help. In the small stations will stay at the station during the
just now and they are talking of

as the

Collar Boxes,

He

Notaras & Spero will open a constudent of Hope College, and for
fectionary store in the Slagh &
The annual election of officersof
the last couple of years pastor of a
Zuidewind building.
Cresent
Hive, L. O. T. M., will
Reformed church in Berne, N. Y.,
take place at the next regular meetC. L. King & Co.’s basket factory has accepted a call to West
ing Tuesday evening, Dec. 6, and
Coxsackie, N. Y,
is closed for a few days while re
a full attendence of the members is
pairs are being made to the steam
The Womans Missionary society requested.
boxes.
of Hope church will meet RedoesContractor Abel Postma is fixing
The ten months old child of S. day afternoon, Dec. 7, at 3 o'clock up the front room of Engine house
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Geo.
W.
Miller died Saturday. The
No. 2 for sleeping quarters for the
funeral services were held from the Browning, West Thirteenth street.
fireman, and ia putting in a brass
residence on East Tenth street A large attendance of ladies is repole
reaching to the first floor so
quested.
Monday.
that when the alarm (s sounded the
Another bar haH been established men can slide down the pole and
At a congregational meeting of
in
this township- It is at Holland thus save much-neededsecondsthe North Holland Reformed
Church it was decided to extend a harbor and the bottom is but 8J feet
Mrs. Olive Howard, aged 76, died
call to the Rev. N. Boer of Grand from the top. A reasonable approWednesday morning, at the home of
priation
by
Unele
Sam
is
the
only
Rapids. The former pastor, the
her daughter, Mrs. H. 8. Sullivan,
Kev. A. Strabbing, goes to Hamil- way of impeding the establishment
247 Land street. Mrs. Howard was
ton in a week. This is the second of these bars. They are becoming
born in Ohio. The funeral will be
time Mr. Strabbing has been pastor too numerous.
held from the residence at 2 o'clock
of the Hamilton charge.
The Second Christian Reformed this afternoon,Rev. A. T. Luther,
church
of Zeeland is almost ready ofliciuting.
During October 34 deaths ocfor occupancy and as soon as a pastor
curred in Ottawa county. Of this
G. R. Press — A ministerlias vari*
number Holland reported 9 and can be secured the church will be one experiences with prospective
Grand Haven 3, accordingto the dedicated. Jt has been in process of bridegrooms when making the arstate bulletin. Of the 9 persons constructionabout six weeks- Rev. rangements for the approaching
who died in Holland 4 were over Moerdyko of Roseland bus not yet wedding. Not long ago a Kalamazoo
65 years of age and 2 under one accepted the call tenderedhim.
young man approacned a minister
year. One death was caused by
George Cowan of Georgetown was and it could be seen readily that he
tuberculosis of the lungs and one
arraignedin Justice Hunton's court was suffering from embarrasment.
by other tuberculosis.Meningitis,
in Grand Haven on the charge of He wished to know all that was expneumonia and diarrhea each
stealing a turkey from Josephine pected of him—on which side of the
caused one death.
B. Ames of Georgetown.He gave bride he must stand, whether he
bonds
of $200 to appear for trial should wear gloves, and finally wound
Vriesland is invading Montague
according to the following from Dec. 1. It is alleged that the tur- up with, “Is it kisatomaryto cnee
key was stolen out of Mrs. Ames' the brideV”

the

Wc have nearlydoubled our stock in tba
past thirtydays and warn every lady in'
Holland to see it. Rich hand-painted

Stationery, Toilet Sets,

once

his family here.

W.

And Carpet Sweepers

Delivered.

Mon-

day.

twenty-two inches

at a cost of $10,-

000, the steamer was given a test
Saturday on Lake Erie which
proved a great disappointment, it
being reported that she made only
fifteenmiles an hour.
The American Brass Novelty Co.,
Grand Haven, will soon go into
manufacture of a new line of brass
and metal goods- The com pany has
recently bought out the equipment of
the Cream City Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee. The machinery of the Milwaukee
concern is now on the floor of the
plant in Grand Haven and will be set
up as soon as possible. The article to
be manufactured is an improved suit
case and trunk lock, which will be
made of brass and other metal. The
new line may necessitate the employment of about ninety nnre hands
and will require more space than
that in use at present in the shop.
of

one of Fox’s principal witnessesis
ill with an injured foot and cannot
leave his home home,and Miss Cornelia Fox the defendant’s wife and
also an important witness is ill.
Under the circumstances it was
thought advisable to put over the
case. Wierda was taken back to
loniaOyesterday by Under Sheriff

Dykhuis and Deputy Sheriff Van
derNoot took Wilson back to Jack-

son. Neither prisoner was used to
testify. Wilson was very sullen
and did not approve of being
brought dack in the least; He
pointedly told the officers that he
would not say anything one way or
the other.
Wanted— A boy 18

or 19 years of

Must
neat and tasty and of steady
habita. To such a boy good wages
will be paid from the beginning.

ago to learn the printers trade.
be

SJH

THE NEWS IN

West Olive
The correspondent, who

For the Week Ending Nov. 30.
The Cuban bouse by a vote of 37 to

passed
Thanksgiving and Sunday at home
also thought he would return a few
Olfve items.

West Olive

as

well as Holland

PRAY
FOR RAIN -NONE HAS

dinners on account of high roosting
turkeys.

W.

J. Bruinsma and family,
Miss Anna Wabble of Holland,
MissTena Shrieber,Fred Wabble A
and Frank Peck of Grand Rapids
all spent Thanksgiving here last
I.

week.

'

Mrs. Julia Mosier and two child-

ren of Hamilton passed

several

days here visiting relatives.
One of our young men reports
having been struck by a ghost some
time ago, while asleep, and his
bead cut open. This is said to be
true because when enemies die,
their evil spirts come back to the
World in order to seek revenge.

Rev. Mr. Perkins of Robinson
dalivered a sermon in the M. E.
church here Sunday evening.
It is no wonder that rabbits are
difficult to kill at present. A local
resident reports having] seen two
dogs, one in each end of a hollow
log, barking to beat the band.

Wm.

Haikerof Chicago passed

Sunday with

relatives.

new medicine
improvment to the

Dr. Smith, Olive’s
dealer is a great
village.

A1 Alger has among

his collec-

tions a human leg bone found by
Lake Michigan. A1 reckons that the

from a woman who was
probably drowned some time ago.

hone

OUR CONTINUOUS STUDY
centered in

not order

classes "guessing contests" as

a

suit

and

is

clothes that pleate

give us

detail Why

a chance to prove

the

lotteries, and the use of the mails will be

truth of our assertion,s

denied their promoters.

Frank and Arthur Thayer, aged

and
12 years respectively, broke through the
Ice in a pond at West Point, N. Y., and
the older boy was drowned.

Calvin Farmer, of Sac City,

14

DYKEMA, THE

McDonald

Dr.

The Well-Known Specialist

is coining

FREE

Richard Swartz, engineer, and Wilaii Advice
liam Hoodley, fireman, were fatally
burned by t he bursting of a steam pipe in
„
Dr. McDonald has for years made a
the Bryant paper mill at Kalamazoo, study uf chronic and lingering diseasMich.
es His extensive practice and super-

.

,

DO YOU NEED A

The next annual reunion of confed- lor knowledge enables him to cure
erate veterans is to be held in Nash- every ci.nbie d'seasc. All cbroclc
ville, Tenn., on June 5, 6 and 7, Instead diseS'CS of the brain, spine, nerves,
of in Louisville.Ky.. as had been ar- blood, Kkln, heHr\ lungN liver, stomacb, kinn- y-. bUdilei end b (Weis

'

Jimmy

Hard or Soft Coal

j

..

. ,

...

. .

. scientifically
a. mi mccessfully treated.

America.
second

j

Art

Utuitl'M. paralysis, neuial-l
dyspepsia md all chmnic and;

Iiy, fh

Miss Nancy Carver Leiter, the
daughter ot the late Levi Z. Leiter,ot
Ch

,

.

cage and

tv

. . j-a .
MaJ. Colin Powys
.

1

«

-:-

Garlands

>

Camp-

of the British army, were married in

Three childrenof Thomas Moran, living near Wayne, Neb., set fire to a barn
tn which they were at play. One
burned to death and the other two are in

Genuine Round OaKs
and Perfect

was

condlUon.

a

men

.muet. .r.tl
vhl'dr*,n Nm niHtier wnat your difease ^ ,here „ „m h(/ ,h#B
do not dispair but o Miaul t Ur. ineDonald and get a n-rr ct di igoo*!*! of
y ur dl-ea^e a^d feel assured that the
I)r- kiiiiw* n.iieulyw» at alls you. If
t,,1r,blc' b9 "l" ,cure. >ou
t,in blank Co.r. soondence st.rlr.ly

Washington.

bell,

uf

" 70,, a disease,

or

Wood Heater?

|

Michael, the professional jjj. MeDonsld itvys specM aMentlon
bicyclerider, and three years ago cham- t„ cat irrb, deaHie*, thre at and lung
pion middle-distance rider, died aboard di^hs. a, cbronn- disuses,necu Ur to!
the French liner La Savoie en route to woman. Nerv u- and physical d«bl»*

r,.

TAILOR

la., 17

years old, is dead as the result of Injuries received in a game with the
team from Lake City on Thanksgiving
day.

AND THE PRICE IS RIGHT

a serious
rm.fidenM ,1.
The final hearing by the interstate ,,R WILL HE IN HOLLAND,
ler, 111. — Troops on
commerce commissionIn the matter of
AT HOTEL HOLLAND,
the Scene.
the complaint of William R. Hearst
against the coal carrying roads was beoften.
-ON —
Carbondale,111., Nov. 30.— Company gun in Washington.
The
will
of
Richard
M.
Scruggs,
a
C, of the Fourth infantry, reached ZeigOlive Center
ler Tuesday and reportedto Sheriff prominentmerchantand philanthropist
Winter with its icy breath is come Stein, under orders of AdjL Gen. Scott, who died recentlyIn St. Louis, provides
ONE DAY EACH MONTH.
for riot duty. While martial law has for the distributionof $147,500among
hi last.
not been declared at Zelgler, the situa- , religious insUtutions.
Last week we were too busy to tlon closely approaches It. No one not
Gov. Mickey, of Nebraska, has offered Office Hours from 9.00 a. in. to 6 p. ai
write news Our minds were employed properly vouched for can enter the town. a reward of J200 for the apprehension
CtUlltlUtn. tamination
Serious Conditionof Affairs at Zeig-

Success to the Olive Center correspondent. His items are interesting and we hope to hear from him

making

We guarantee our Suits in every

A

APPROACHES MARTIAL LAW.

is

Our Sole Energy

In a clash between Italian factions
at
Carbondale, Pa., two men were killed
. FALLEN SINCE JULY.
and another seriously injured.
The shortage In the accounts of A. F.
Record-Breaking Dry Spell— Citi- Nispagel, former cashier of the SL
Eena in Many Places Are Buying Charles (Mo.) savings bank, is estimated
Water— Distillers Are Forced to at $78,163.
ruling by Postmaster General
Suspend Operations.

Louisville,Ky., Nov. 29.— The recordireaklng drought in Kentucky is beginning to decrease the milk supply in
Louisville. Several dairies have put
:beir customers on a half allowance,and
-jonfectlonersare unable to secure
;nough of the fluid for use in making
certain kinds of, candy. In many
churchesSunday prayers were offered
tor rain. There has been no rain since
July 3. A number of distillers have
suspendedoperations until rain falls,
in a number of small places the citizens
are buying water, and farmers are compelled in many instances to drive stock
several ntfles to water. For more than
a month the Southernrailway has been
hauling water to its Shelbyvilletanks,
and for the past three weeks It has been
hauling ten carloads of water a day.
Freight engines running between LawrenceburgandLexington and Lawrenceburg and Burgen are carrying double
water tanks. All the freight engines
on the Chesapeake& Ohio railroad have
been carrying two tanks for several
weeks. The Cincinnati Southernrailroad reports that It has closed all Its
wateringstations between Lexington
and Somerset,a distance of 80 miles,
and the Somersetreservoiris now running low. The other roads report the
same conditions.

in favor of abolishingsaloons from

county.

LOUISVILLE

Wynne

Local option seems to speak
well for many Olive voters who are
the

IN

10

passed the bill prohibitingreligious processions In the streets.
Rev. Dr. J. D. Rankin, formerly president of Howard university,Wasnington, D. C., died at Cleveland,Q.

ii

from poor Thanksgiving MINISTERS

sufiered

BRIEF.

j

E- B-

SMART

SUCCESSOR TO

f<.

&

S.

Friday, Nov. 25

with Thanksgiving thoughts.
had a good ime too.

We

The entire Leiter tract of

and

Sunday school held

Mrs.

who

of

o*

was

Neb. __

Wade

temperance exercises on the evening
of the 22nd The children of Miss
Bronson’s school furnishedthe enterlainment and furnished it well too.
A missionary collection was taken
and everybody enjoyed the evening.
Mr.

Johnson,

ADDRESS
ing 8,000 acres, is to be put under mili- shot and instantly killed on the night
1
tary surveillance. Joseph Leiter October 29. near Valentine,
reached Zelgler Tuesday with more
By voting to return *> work, pending I ll*
I Kl lj\]
I.
miners from Chicago.
arbitration,the 400 miners of the
*
Benton. 111., Nov. 30— Zelgler was and Morgan Run mines ended the only
THE SPECIALIST.
fired upon Monday from sundown to ooal miners’ strike existing In, Ohio,
daylight.It is estimatedthat no less They have been out since April,
' 248 and 2.r>0 Enel Fulton Street,
than 500 shots were fired at the town. | J. W. Burdette, of Berea, Ky., a stuRAPIDS
The four Gatling guns belonging to the 1 dent at the MichiganAgricultural colcoal company were turned on in full j lege, died at Lansing,Mich., frob InMICH force in the direction from which the ' Juries received in a footballgame last
shots came. The town was completely j week. His spleen was ruptured,
For Sale cheap — A new steel range
surrounded and the firing came from | William E. Curtis writes in the Chievery quarter. Examination of the cago Record-Heraldof the enormous worth $-15 inquire of J. Lokker.tf-42

t

Ofirre Center

land, contain- the slayer of Lulu

__
jyl

A

IK

!

i#
|

Soerheid spent

Thanksgiving with relatives in
Grand Rapids. They returned on
Saturday

_

GRAND

:

Miss Bronson, our teacher, wen ground Tuesday morning showed! that | expenditures in 1902 and 1903 for new
home to Grand Havei for Thanks- the men who were firing have powerful buildings in the United States, 50 cities
mving. She and the Ottawa teacher, guns. They were stationed from one- Investing J765.725.000 Is structures. , ^00(1 und coal at right prices. HoiThe canals of New York, elosetl offl. Fuel Company. Fred Iloone
half to three-quarters of a mile from
Mifb 1 ietz, whe accompaniedher rethe town. Almost a bushel of empty daily Saturdaynight. Boats on their M^r., C itz., phone
tf44,
turned Monday.
shells of every size and make were way to tidewater were granted special
Their is a sick child at John found in the woods.
permits and water will not be drawn
Beiders.
from the canals until November 29.
Notice!
VOTE OF INDIANA.
Mr. Timmerman lias purchased
During the performanceat Paris on
a lot of
We have just received a
the Pike, at the w orld’s fair, in St. Louis, imitation Buffalo fur over coats. We
the corn busker owned by Frank
OfficialCanvass Shows That Rooseone of the ropes broke during a trapeze them cheap and will give our
Chapel. He will keep it for private
j

1

]

.34.

|

velt Received a Plurality

BBC-

of 93,944.

Thomas Watson is down in Ohio

°

1

exhibitionand A. Dlhaon. the performer. CHSlomer8 the ,)enefit.

WUed

,m

I

Co!,t9 "•°rth fr
,0 $20 "'i11
Indianapolis,Ind., Nov. 29.— The state | Lewis Nixon has been engaged clos* them out for $14.
and apples.
.........board
........
......the
. ........
..Russia to build too warships in two1
imitation funt are warmer
election
canvassed
electoral
vote of Indiana Monday and the official j years In the yards at Sebastopol on the than the original Buffalo coat . Come
I
WHIPS CORBETT. _ vote was made public by Assistant Sec- 1 Black sea. Seven thousand American eirlyand get one. Lokker^Rutgers
! retary of State Grubbs. The official fig- 1 workmen will be taken abroad for the Co. tf-42
_
_
I
Seconds of the Ex-ChampionThrow ures show Roosevelt to have receiveda | purpose.
the Sponge in
pluralityof 93,944. The total electoral j Yale university has obtained for its
<m business. He is buying potatoes

•

NELSON

Tenth Round.

vote of the state for each ticket was as
follows: Republican, 368,289; democrat, 1
BanFranclsco, Nov. 30.— In the great- 274.345; prohibitionist, 23,496;people’s, •
•ft fight witnessed between little men' 2,444; socialist, 12,013;socialist labor,
ta jears, "Battling”Nelson, of Chicago, 1.598. Total electoral vote, 682,185.
from “Young Corbett,” of Denver,

*

---

;
I
I

the'

Am

forest school all the forestry exhibits
HOLLAND MARKETS.
at the St. Louis exposition of Cuba and
Haytl, and also large and important
Price* P*ld to Farmer*.
parts of the exhibits of the Philippines:
PRODUCE.
and Japan.
W. M. Evans, senior member of the Batter, per lb ...............................
20
(

of

©

TERRIBLE CRIME.
faculty and head of the English depart- 5r2d
rib
1
3
until Corbett's seconds threw up
ment of the Eastern Illinois Normal potetoM,p«rbu............................ as n
•te sponge Nelson was master of the Drunken Kentuckian Kills His Wife, collage, died at Charleston, 111.,
bu; .....
«
^teation at every stage of the game.
Four Children and Comblood poisoning, resulting from a surQRAIN.I
Hk in-lighting was a revelationand the
mits Suicide.
gical operation.
Wheat, per bn ................... ......... 1.10
Oats, per ba, white .........................
S
soft brilliantwitnessedIn any
ten rounds. From the Up of

I
ring

_

For the last three rounds of the 1 Ashland,Ky., Nov. 30.-The murder
Corbett was as helpless as a baby, 1 0f a whole family by the drunken hustet he wobb ed around grogglly and
father is reported from near

y

band

\

£

10
50

20

San

Francisco, Nov. 28.— Samuel
CHICAGO.
Gompers was practicallyunanimously CATTLE- Fancy Steer* ..... JO 25
Fair to Good Export ....... 5 25
reelected president pt the American
Fed Texa* Steer* ....... .. 3 75
Medium Beef Steer* ....... 4 00
Federation of Labor Saturday. One
Calve*
......................
2 75
delegate,Victor Berger, of Milwaukee,
HOGS-AsNorted Light ...... 4 60
a leader of the socialistic element in
Heavy Packing ...........4 50
Heavy Mixed ..............4 55
that his office precludes the acceptance the convention, voted in the negaUve, SHEEP ........................
3 00
and
asked
that
his
vote
be
so
recorded.
BUTTER-Creamery........ 16
•r the title.
Dairy
.......................
13
The convention voted to meet next year
EGGS— Fre»h ................. in
in Pittsburg.
Strike Declared Off.
LIVE POULTRY .............

_

®

®
®

®
®

®

LOUIS.

Q

®
&

45

®
®

lb.

th£

....................10

live

of ladies and

and Winter Millinery in

Mrs. Nellie Toren,
34 East Eighth Street

©

FLOUR AND FEED.
Price

to

consnmera.

2S

13* Bay

city. Came now and avoid the rush.

..........................fS

Turkey’* Live .................................13

25*

.................................per 100, 0

90

—

.....

m

37

15 \nnT Dals7 PaUnt

%

Ground Feed 1

30 per

Corn Meal, unbolted,

P*r

"

hundred. 24 00 per ton
25 per hundred, 23 00 per

1

52

ton
Corn Real, bolted per 3 40 barrel
lllddllnga 30 per hundred 22 00 per ton
12
45* Bran 1 10 per hundred, 9o 00 per ton
32
Llneeed Meal 11.55 per hundred.

78*

Card of Thanks.

1

HIDES.
97*
00%

Price* paid by tbe

42

No

1

6 50
4 25
4 50
4 GO
4 75

Van

Oappon A Bertsch [Leather Co

cured bide ................................10*

30% Green

hide ...................................

wish to show my appreciation to A. W.
Holland Wonder Doctor. For ao years I
have been suffering from a severe case of rheumatism, so that
I could not work. I have tried Doctors without number but
found no relief. At last I went to A. W. Van Bijsterveld the
Holland doctor who treated me with wonderful success. At
present I have no pain, and am working daily. I reccommend
Dr, Van Bijsterveldto all who suffer.
FRANK De HAAN,
Nunica, Mich.
By

81

« 80
ft 3 90
3 85
w 4 60
u 4 50

®

the

................... .....07

lb

Pork, dreeaed per lb ..........................6
M ittnn,dreaeed perln ..................
Veal, per lb ................................5to7
Lamb .................
0*

20

1

ST.

childrensFall

Chickens,live, per

®

remind you that we carry

BEEF. PORK. ETC.
Chickens,dreaeed, per

7 25
if 5 35
® 5 05
4 65
® 6 50
4 65
® 4 55
® 4 62*
® 4 75

to

most complete assortment

®

..........20 if

turned by Judge Tarrant, In the circuit accepted tbe Invitation of the United
CATTLE-BeefSteers ...... $3 00
can't, to one yeaKs imprisonment at States to conclude an arbitrationtreaty
Texas Steers ..............
2 GO
knrd labor in the Milwaukee county on the lines of the American-French HOGS-Packera’ .............. 4 40
Butchers, Best Heavy ..... 4
lease of correction. Murphy was found treaty,
SHEEP-Natlves .............3 75
guilty of solictlng and accepting a bribe
OMAHA.
To
Be
Commandant
CATTLE-Native Steers ..... $3 76
while a member of the common council
Washington, Nov. 29.— Capt. A. Ross
Stockersand Feeder* ..... 2 40
tei connectionwith a side track orCows and Heifers .........2 40
has been selectedas commandant of the
HOGS—
Heavy .................4 45
dinance.
Great Lakes naval training station.
BHEEP- Wether* ............4 00

Wewant

..........................
50

Ibi

Barley per 100 ...............................1 00
Glover Seed, per bn .........................6 00
Timothy aeed, per bn. (to consumer*)....... 2 00

Tallow,per lb ................................
4
Lard ............................................8

’

Third

Lest You Forget!

Spring Chicken*

Ouray, Colo., Nov. 30.— After a meet- *
GRAIN— Wheal. May ........
Assassinated.
teg of the San Juan district miners’ asCash No. 2 lied ............1 13*® 1
Corn, May ................. 45*®
Appleton,Wls., Nov. 29.— Word has
aodatlon, President Moyer, of the
Oat*, May ..................31*®
Western federation of miners gave out beeQ received of tbe killing of Bert
Ba. ley, Malting ...........39 ®
Rye, December Delivery..78*®
the statementthat the strike In th« Nowshlp near Waucedah^ Mich., while
MILWAUKEE.
Tftluridedistrict had been declaredoff be was asleep in bis cabin. A bullet
Wheat, No. 1 Not’d $1 11*®
an* that an officialstatementto thig hole through a window frame shows GRAIN—
Corn, May ..................45*®
would be issued Immediately. that the shot came from ootslde the
Oat*, Standard ............ 31
Rye, No. 1 ..................80
Former Aldermen Sentenced. ““J;
H‘tr?0,ly di,Mvere,i by
TfANRAflPITY
neighbor.There Is no clew.
OR AIN-Wheat, December.. $ 97*®
Milwaakee,Nov. 30. — Former
May ......................... 1 00 ® 1
William Murphy, of the
Russia Accepts Invitation.
Corn, December ...........41*0
Data, No. 2 White .........30
.mrd of this city, was Wednesday sen- st. Petersburg, Nov. 29.— Russia has

Alder-

!

® a

®
9®

^

Ear eon, per 100

11*
OS*
57*

.

an

‘

n

New York, Nov. 3#.
LIVE STOCK-Bteers........ W 25 5 75

POTATOES-Perbu

‘

Corn per

farmer.

Weaker Joseph Cannon, of the United
Sates house of representatives, was
•»ong those recently decorated by
Ktence. The rank conferred upon him,
ft was stated,was chevallier of the
lAglon of Honor, but It Is understood

'.

<g

*

Bye ......................................
Buckwheat, per ba ........................... SO
baabel. new, 45 old .............80

THE MARKETS.

Hogs, State, Penn .........5 uO iSj1 5
JUS'
repeftt*dcal,s froro Shelby, Pike county, Ky. Enoch Sloan,
SHEEP .........................
3 00 <M
? 8t<!P 1 * fl8bt *
from Shelby In • FLOUR-MInn.Patent* ..... 5 00 (U 6
wi
enter the r,n&- drunken condlUon and shot and killed WHEAT-May ................. l 11*®' l
Yle fight was over and the new man
1 02*® 1
his wife and four small children and 1 July .........................
CORN— December ............ 57*®
li in line to vanquish Champion Britt.
then shot himself dead.
OATS— Natural White ....... 37 ®
BUTTER ......................14 ®
Can’t Accept It
CHEESE
.......................7*®
Gompers Reelected.
EGOS ...........................
is
8L Louis, Nov. 30.— It is learned that

ili!
Tuth

1 ! '.

- -

9

ft

Gold for Germany.
23. — Goldman,
Sacha ft Co. Wednesday announced
that they will ship $760,000and $1,000,- j,

New York, Nov.

000 In. gold coin to Berlin on Thursday,!
this being in addition to their shipment
of $500,000heretoforeannounced.

'

this letter I

Bijsterveld the

'

'' ’

'r

' "

.
'

rwo DIE IN LAUNDRY

WHEN PORT ARTHUR SURRENDERS.

FIRE.

[By McCutcheon. in ChicnRo Dally Trlbune.l

New Orleans. Nor. 30.— Two deaths
hare resulted from the explosion and
Ire at the Swiss laundry. The vicJms are young girls who were removed to the hospital terribly burned.
They art: Georglana Beecher, aged
19;

\

The case of Miss Frankie
Orser, of Boston, Mass., is interesting to all

“Drab

women.

Mbs. Pctkiiam

:

—

I Buffered

you will

il

.

Miss Frikkxr Obsrb, 14 Warrenton
St, Boston, Mass. — $5000 forftH If original
fjf'OtoM

IttUr provinggtnulnentu cannot bt pro-

Hud what you want for House Furnishing

Michigan. If you prefer Rugs

to

Carpets we have them Im

Mary

Nelson, 26.
Those believed to have been fatally
burned are: Alice Gonzales, aged 17;
Emma Gonzales, 19; .Julia Riley, 20;
Maggie King, 15; Hannah Joashim,
18; Agnes Reinhart, }8.
Thirty persons in all were treated
at, the hospital. The injuries of 19
were sufficientlyserious to require
them to. remain. Fire Marshal Haggerty and the police are conducting an
Investigationof the burned building
The cause of the accident has not been
definitelydetermined.

a large variety of patterns.

FURNITURE

if,

and look

Well

should say so.

I

Come

RINCE &

GO.

FRED BOONE,

Rome, Nov. 30— King Victor Emmanuel, who was accompaniedby
Queen Helena, reopened parliament
Wednesday. From his seat in the senate at the Plazzo Madame, the king

Livery Sale
CENTRAL

delivered the speech from the throne,
expressing liberal and peaceful principles, which were enthusiastically
applauded. The weather was magnificent . The passage of the king in
procession to and from the palace of
the senate was a gorgeousspectacle.

and

t;eed Stable

AVEM OLuAN.

MICH
«

rM^PcSH
Best carriages, fast gentle horses, Lowest Prices.

Special care given to boarding horses either by day or by the month.

Always have good horses

|

Special Prices for

TOOK WOMAN’S WORD.

POTS IN BUST

Cockrell Sees President.

!

for yourselves.

A. 0.

Italian Parliament Beopened.

«p

Store

Our Carpet Department cannot be surpassed in Western

My back ached

misery that it would be hours before
I could close my ey
the long nights and weary days8. I
could do no work. I consulted differ*
ent physicians hoping to get relief,
but, finding that their medicines did
not cure me, I tried Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as
it was highly recommended to me. 1 am
glad that I did so, for I soon found
that it was the medicinefor my case.
Very soon I was rid of every ache and
nain and restored to perfect health.
I feel splendid, have a fine appetite,
and have gained in weight a lot."—

New

At Our

Haze Follows Explosion in New Orleans— Six Oirls Probably
Fatally Burned.

IT

for sale.

Weddings and

F hnerals.

telephone:

Bankers Lend Large Sums and Now
Demand SecuritiesShe Said
She Possessed.

Washington, Nov. 30— Senator Cockof Missouri, called at the white
house Wednesday and had a talk with
the president over the offer of a position on either the Ranama canal

rell,

3-4.

New York, Nov. 29.— Suits which already aggregate in the amounts sought
Surely you cannot wish to remain weak, sick and discouraged, commission or the Interstatecom- PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT VISITS to be recovered over |250,000 were be- /7h*
gun Monday against
Cleveland
and exhausted with each day’s merce commission. After the conferTHE GREAT EXPOSITION AT
woman. At the same time came news ol
work. Some derangement of the ence the senator said that he might
We Offer Celebrated the
ST. LOUIS.
feminine organs is responsible not decide which he would accept for
the closingof a national bank at Ober- ^
for this exhaustion, following
lln, O., as the supposed result of tbe
any kind of work or effort. several weeks.
trust reposed in the same creditor.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Takes Hasty View of the Exhibits,
The conditionsrevealed have caused a
Plum
for Wisconsin Man.
Compound will help you just as
great sensation in Boston, New York,
Inspects
State
and
Foreign
BuildMadison,
Wis.,
Nov.
30. — Graham D.
It has thousandsof other women.
Rice, former railroad commissionerof
ings, Sees Illuminationand At- Cleveland and other cities. The woman
borrowed large amounts, it is said, on
Wisconsin,received word Wednesday
tends a Banquet.
securities held in trust. These have
of
his
appointment
as
commissioner
•asHsasHHSosasHssssasaKii
been estimated as being worth |5,000,of immigrationto Porto Rico. He will
St. Louis Nov. 28.— What healthy and
000, but nothing definitecan be ascerleave for his new field in December.
Directory ^
optimistic American citizens have been
tained about them and they have been
Mr. Rice was postmasterat Superior
W Wis., under PresidentHarrison,and claiming could not be done properly in tied up by injunctions.
'asHsasHsasasasBsasHsssi established the first morning daily in six weeks, President Theodore Roose- The sensationalcase was revealed by
velt Saturdaydid in eight hours. He
a suit by Herbert D. Newton, of BrookSuperior.
saw the Louisiana Purchase exposition, line. Mass., against Mrs. Cassle Chadpeeked into its every nook and corner, wick, of Cleveland, for |190,800, money
Receives Big Verdict.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT on quantities.
New Ybrk, Nov. 30. — A verdict for went through all the great buildings, loaned. Mrs. Chadwick is tbe wife of a
ThIEKEMA, G. J., Attorneyat Law MO, 000 damages has been awarded in visitedthe structures reared by foreigu Cleveland physician.In addition to
We have another pretty good shingle at £1.25 per
Collections promptly attended the supreme court to Mrs. Anna Mor- countries, received many gifts, made a Mr. Newton's suit, several banks have
thousand.
to. Office over 1st Mate Bank.
hard, wife of a Staten Island physician, speech or two, spent an hour on a neigh- taken legal action to recover various
borly vfsit in the Filipino section,reWe figure low on house and barn bills.
who was killed a year ago in fhe cellar of
amounts, which bring the total to|267,ILf cBRIDE, P. H., Attorney, Real his home by an electric shock.
viewed the United States troops sta- 800.
tioned on the grounds, including the
Estate and Insurance. Office
Mr. Newton alleges that Mrs. ChadPhilippine scouts and constabulary,and
Davis to Be Appointed.
in McBride Block.
wick told him she had |5, 000,000 in
Washington, Nov. 30. — The president closed his schedule at sundown not half bonds and securities held in trust by Ira
& POST, Real Estate announced Wednesday that Rear Ad- tired but wholly pleased. After & short Reynolds, secretaryand treasurerof the
and CollectionOffice. Post miral Charles H. Davis will be offered rest he attended the banquet in the eve- Wade Park Banking company,of Clevethe appointment on the Dogger Bank ning, which was given in the Tyrolean land, and that she had a note for |500, 000
Block.
Alps concession.Mrs. Roosevelt was
court of inquiry.
which she could negotiate at any time
at the president’sside most of the time.
to pay Newton. He loaned her f 190,800.
City Recorder Missing.
So were Miss Alice Roosevelt, Mr. and
One of the sensational features disCedar Rapids, la., Nov. 30.— George L. Mrs. Douglas Robinson,Secretary and
closed was the positive declarationthat
STATE BANK, Commer- VIentzer, city recorder,is missing. It is Mrs. Loeb and Surgeon General Rixey, the |500,000 note alleged to be in the
cial and Savings Dept, O. J. !>elieved he left while ill from worry who formed the Washington party.
possession of Mrs. Chadwick bears the
There are 1,240 acres in the St Louis
Diekema, Pres., J.
Beardslee,over business.
signature of Andrew Carnegie. Fol-j
fair grounds and one can easily underEast Sixth St., Opposite Water Tower.
Vice-Pres., O. Mokma, Cashier, H.
lowing this came the announcement by
Boy Kills Merchant
out for him. But, from start to finish
J. Luidens, Ass’t-Cashier. Capital
Mr. Carnegie that he had never signed
Edinburg, Ind., Nov. 30.— Jacob Moore, out for him. uBt, from start to finish
any such paper, never heard of Mrs.
Stock, .$50,000.00.
a merchant of Mount Auburn, was killed the nation’s magistrate was happy as
Chadwick and knew nothing of the case,
early Wednesday by John Hash, aged 17, the school boy on bis first vacation days.
CITY STATE
leaving the inference that if any paper
who was employed in a livery stable To a friend he said ‘‘This is marvelous.
Commercial and Savings Dept.
of the character mentionedwas held by |
where Moore claimed to have left his It is beyond descriptionand exceeds my
her it was a forgery. In the absence
*
D. B. K. Van Raalte, Pres., C. Ver
horse and buggy. Hash claims Moore fondest expectations. I have had the
Schure, Cash. Capital Stock, $50,- attacked him while under the influence best time I ever had in my life, and I proof, the millionsof dollars of security
which It is claimed Mrs. Chadwick holds
000.00
of liquor and that he shot in self defense. have seen more than I ever expected to
is now hinted at as being only a myth
see in one day’s time.”
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure to accomplish
and that when the facts are disclosedit
DESIRED RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy.
Sunday was spent quietly by the presiwill develop that her allegedassets have
GUESSING
dent and his party. Attendanceat the
never existed.
Second Presbyterianchurch in the
H., Physician and IMPORTANT RULING
THE morning was followed by luncheon at
Forsale by J. O. Doesburg. We have a complete line of Hunyoos Remedia
A-*- Surgeon, Res. Corner Central
IS EXONERATED.
the residence of Treasurer Thompson,
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
Diamond
Dyes, Chamois Skios, and all Patent Medicinesad ve^4«^d la tfela
Ave. and 12th St. Office at Drug
of the exposition company, whose guest
Gen. Carnahan, Head of Uniform paper
Store, 8th St.
the president was during his stay in SL
Held by Attorney General to Be LotRank, X. of P., Innocent of
Louis, an extendeddrive in the afterteries, Use of the Mails Will
Charges Preferred.
T^HOMAS, G. H., Physician, Office
noon and dinner at the residence of

a

$

at—

M XX Barn Shingles
m
%
Jl
$
M $1.40 Per Thousands

Business
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

ATTORNEYS

rjARROD

Kleyn

”

BANKS

'

Lumber Co.

PIRST

W.

;

•

1

DOLLAND

BANK

pp

of

im

French Periodical Drops

|

PHYSICIANS

BARS

CONTESTS

l^REMERS,

BT

21 E"8th St., Hours, 9-11 a. m.,
3-5 p. m.; Sundays. 8-10 a. m., 4-5
p. m. Residence 272 W. 9th St.

The Best

Be Denied Them.

PresidentFrancis. The evening was
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 28.— The
spent at the Thompson homt, and the
Washington, Nov. 80.— Postmaster special train bearing the party left at findings and opinions of the court of
General Wynne gave out the following midnight on the return to Washington. inquiry held at the instance of Maj.
Gen. James R. Carnahan,by the grand
official statement: “For a number of
Victim of Paralysis.
lodge of the uniform ranx Knights of
years the post officedepartment has adPrinceton, N. J., Nov. 29.— Rev. Dr. Pythias, to investigate charges that
mitted to the mails advertisements andVlfALSH, HEBER, Druggist and other matter concerningso-called William M. Paxton, of Princetonuni- Gen. Carnahan showed favoritism in
and Pharmacist. Full stock of ‘guessing’ or ‘estimating’ contests. The erslty and seminary, died at his home the awarding of drill prises at the
goods pertaining to the business. question of whether or not these Monday, after a two weeks’ illness'. Dr. conclave held at Louisville August 15
25 E. Eighth Street.
schemes are lotteries has been several Paxton was in his eighty-first year, and to 20, have been received by Gen. Cartimes presented to the attorney general, bis death was the result of a paralytic nahan from Supreme Chancellor
TkOESBURG, H. Dealer in Drugs, who held that they were not lotteries stroke. Dr. Paxton was the oldest liv- Charles B. Shively,of Richmond. The
Medicines,Paints, Oils, Toilet- within the meaning of the postal lottery ing trustee of Princeton. He waa mod- findings and opinionshold that Gen.
Articles. Imported and Domestic act. In view of two recent cases' in erator of the Presbyterian general as- Carnahan is innocent of any and all
which the supreme court and the New sembly at Madison, Wis., in 1880, and of the charges.
cigars. 8th street.
York court of appeals rendered1 opin- has since been prominent in affairs of
Coxey a Bankrupt.
bis church.
ions, the postmaster general felt warGOODS
GROCERIES
Columbus,
O., Nov. 29.— Gen. Jacob
ranted in again submitting the question
Long Contest Ended.
S. Coxey, of Mount Vernon, celebrated
to the attorney general. Following the
yANPUTTEN, GABRIEL, Gen- opinions in these two cases, the attorney Washington,Nov. 30.— By a decision as the leader of the “Commonwealth”
eral Dealer in Dry Goods and general now holds that the schemes are of the supreme court 20 differentcol- army, filed a personal petition in
leges will share In a bequest of |2, 600, 000 bankruptcyin the United States court
Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps, lotteries.
made by the late Daniel G. Fayer- here. His liabilitiesare given as 8287,Flour Produce, etc.. River St.
“It is, therefore, incumbentupon the
we&ther, a leather merchant of New 000. His assets consistof 2,560 shares
post office department to enforce the
law under which the postmastergen- York, who died in 1890. The decision of stock in the Coxey Steel & Silica
is final and the money shortly will be! Sand company, and an unsecured note
eral Is authorized,upon evidence satisdistributed among the beneficiaries, lor 811,000. The Coxey Steel & Silica
factory
to
him
that
any
person
or
com"IpLIEMAN, J. Wagon and CarThe
case has been pending for 14 years. Sand company is now in the hands of a
pany Is engaged in conducting a lottery
riage Manufacturer, Blacksmith
receiver.
or other scheme for the distributionof
Rear Admiral
and Repair Shop. Dealer in Agrimoney by chance, to issue an order that
Providence, R. I., Nov. 28.— Tbe
Meets Peculiar Death,
cultural Implements. River Street.
all mall addressed to such person or
neral of Rear Admiral John R. Bart- New York, Nov. 30. — Lack of oxygen
be returned stamped ‘fraudUUNTLEY, A. PracticalMachinistcompany
lett, U. S. N., retired, was held from in the room where he slept caused
ulent'
Mill and Engine Repairs a "As a number of legitimate enter- Christ church, Lonsdale, Saturday. the death of Charles Krasny, a machinspecialty. Shop on Seventh Street prises have adopted these estimating or Gov. L. F. C. Garvin, ex-Gov. Charles ist, living in Newark, N. J. The (me
W. Lippitt and officers from the New- door and window were so tightly closed
near River St.
guessing contests as a means of adverport naval station were present.
as to make the room practicallyairtising, and in view of the admission to
KRAKER'
DeKOSTER, the malls of matter pertaining to these
tight. When he retired, Krasny
Much. Tobacco Shipped.
Dealers in all kinds of Fresh contests within the last few years, the
and Salt Meats. Market on River St. elimination of these schemes from the

Good Enough

DRUGS & MEDICINES

&

DRY

FACTORIES & SHOPS.

•

But nothing

else is

Come in and examine
the Acorn Hot Blast
Fire Box, Cup-Bottom

Mifci
'£

ffti

Reservoir, etc., and
copy of the
Receipt Book

get a free

Acorn

-

-

-

_

j

I

Burled.
fu-

AT Witvliet, Agent.

SUNLIGHT

or

,

&

TXE

malls cannot be made immediately absolute. If such & scheme has already
Dr.
Vries Dentist
been entered upon in good faith, the
department will not issue an order that
will seriouslyinjure a legitimatebusiOffice hours from 8 to 12 A. M. and
ness. Each case will be handled sepafrom 1 to 5 P. M.
rately and no scheme which involves
Any toe wishing" to see me after the plan ruled against by the attorney
or before office hours can call me uj
general will hereafterbe allowed to

De

phone No. 9. Residence East 12tb commence

operations.”

«

^

z:

sent abroad from this point It conslated of 3,000 cases of leaf tobacco and
was consigned to Antwerp.

1

111

18,317,457.

The Bread that is made
it

m&i

1

DAISY

FLOUR

his sleep.

Roosevelt’s Plurality in Iowa.
Des Moines, la., Nov. 30.— The official
vote of Iowa was canvassedTuesday
World’s Fair Attendance.
St Louis, Nov. 28— The admissions by the executive council with the folto the world's fair during the week lowing result: Roosevelt, 307,907;
ending Saturday night were
] Parker, 149,141; Swallow, 11,601;Debs,
The total admissions since the opening N>S47; Watson, 2,207. Roosevelt'splurof the exposition are

St

You

For

America's Best Bakers for Seventy Years

*

by

is

over Parker is 158,766.

is

Every sack is

Walsh-DeRoo Milling

fro

tastesgood, looks good and
good. Just try It and see.

&

waranted

Cereal

- *

Too

Light a Valuation

on Human

Placed

Life

Again has it been demonstrated

’

v

rr?!': \v

i

v'''f?r?' SrSyvwST

been a quiet law abiding citizen. mony. Each speaker was allowed
He had lived with his father until somewhere in the neighborhood of
he was thirty years of age. Then he an hour.

bad married and

settled

down

in

S Society

®xx

and

American jury Holland as a teamster where he
Circuit Court
are past finding out- Few expected worked steadily paying attention
The case of the people against Jno.
that the outcome of the Wolcott case to his own business. A short time
Meeuwsen, charged with selling
would result in the acquital of Mr. ago he bought the old Bird farm diseased meat, came to an abrupt
Devrles-Dekker
near Holland and lived there trying
Mrs.
Margaret
B. Dekker of St.
end
in
circuit
court
Wednesday.
Wolcott, but it has, and again has
to get the dilapidated land into
ouis, Mo., and Dr. R. C. Devries
When
the
testimony
was
all
in
Prosebeen reiterated the round of com- shape. He had been tantalizedbecuting Attornev McBride arose an of this city, were united in marriage
parisons that usually follow an ac* yond endurance. Mr. Kollen said,
Tuesday at the home of the bride
stated that he did not believe the:
quital in a murder case. For in- by poachers who had not only was any use of arguing the case.I in St. Louis.- The groom is one of
stripped his fruit but had ruined
stance the comparisons run like this:
There was no absolute proof as hj Holland’s most prominent dentists
his trees and vines. Tramps had
and is a well known fraternity man.
steal a loaf of bread and get ninety
been particularly severe upon Meouwsen’s having knowledge ol he bride has for several seasons
the
meat
being
diseased
and
the
days, steal a revolver and go to Wolcott and had made it a point
court thereforeordered the jury to been a resorter at the parks.
Jackson penitentiary, steal ten cents to gather near at a place called
Mr. and Mrs. Devries arrived in
return a verdict of not guilty. This
and get ten days, steal a goose and Tramp Island using the surround- they did without leaving their seats. this city Wednesday. They will live
ing farms as foraging points. Mr.
hang for a gander, knock a man
The jury in this case was composed ar 346 Pine street.
Kollen told how the defendant had
down and repent in jail — but kill a applied several times to Mr. of Eli Arnold, Chester; Lawrence A large number attended the meetman and repent at your leisure at Kooyers for help in the matter but Breitels,Henry Bosink. RuyerBeek- ing of the Century Club held last
had not been able to stop the man, David B- Willett, Grand lea- niizht at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
your own home and fireside.
ven, Frank Miller, Grand Haven R. N. DeMerrill and all had a very
trouble.
It is too bad that the occasion ever
Township; Jacob Slager, Spring enjoyable time The program inThen the attorney for the defense
arrises for these comparisons but it
Lake; Lewis Schoenborn, Wright; cluded a piano duet by the Misses
went into the details of the unfortuneed not be inferred that just because nate affair covering the ground John Taylor, Georgetown; John Van Jean Steffensand Avis Yates; a rethe occasion arises that any particu- that had been covered before by Dort, Holland township; Art D. Van view of Winston Churchill’s “Crossthat the ways of the

Personal.
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lar person is to blame or that the witnesses for the state. He told of
the encounter with young Hiler,
whole scheme of law is wrpng. Infer
Grevengoed and Vliek. Hiler, he
rather that it is simply another dissaid, showed fight from the first
play of one of the phases of human but Wolcott succeeded in shoving
nature that caused the jury in the him down the bank and out of the
Wolcott case to say “not guilty.” way. Vliek also took to his heels,
They were all undoubtedly actuated but young Grevengoed,according
to the defence turned, on Wolcott
by a desire to do right and to render
with an open knife in his hand.
a verdict in conformity with the Filled with a sudden fear that he
law and the evidence but human might be stabbed to death Wolcott
nature crept in and in spite of the pulled the gun and shot. Wolcott
claims that he was wild with fear
letter of the law saying that human
when the deed was done but that
life should not be taken wantonly
he ran for help immediately.The
they arrived at the conclusionthat gun which had done the deed, Mr.
the element of self-defense and the Kollen announced, had not been
element of protection of property used for over thirteen years.
against trespassers were cf sufficient

import to warrant them

in

giving

Wolcott his freedom.

The defence began

that

this

not be too harshly dealt with, the

that some punishment, say a fine

and

short imprisonment,at least, should
be meted out to Wolcott in order tliat
the lesson should he taught that too

light a valuation should not be
placed

on human

life.

bustible material.

1

Bazaar

oys, Perfumes,

from a 10c articleto the

finest to be

found

in the city.

Dinner

Set.

Before buying, look over our line; it is complete and we can
sell cheaper than you can get one elsewhere. Our expenses
are low and we buy in quantities,therefore we can sell cheaper

Lamps
Stand and Hanging Lamps of

all kinds

and prices.

Chamber Sets
No better line to be found

in the city.

Come and

be convinced.

CANDIES
Peanut Crisp, Jelly Beans, Cream Waffers, Butter Cups,
ChocolateJelly, Cocoanut Dainties, Raspberries, Caramels,
and others at 10c a lb. SPECIAL PRICES to Teachers and
those buying in quantities. Come Early.

FAIRBANKS,

E. J.

Across from Kultes Meat
Market.
8th

Street.Holland.Mich-

,

they were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

John Link.
Further circumstances also poin-

of

China
of all descriptions,

Thomas VanSchelven.
Goodrich Teansportation company, was
Capt. G. W. Pardee, of the

Ml!
A Cheerful

the guest of his family here the ffrst

Call to

of the week.

straw. One of the women saw a man Grand Rapids Monday.
running away and she claims to
Geo. E Clark was in Grand Raphave recognizedhim as

a complete line

and Fancy Goods.

timony by calling G. W. Mokma, the men at once who rushed out of
Jacob Vandezend of Hamilton
George VV. Browning, M. Wilvliet, doors to discover the cause. Piled up was in the city Wednesday.I*** (Sj
Isaac Marsilje, A. B. Bosman and against the house was some burning Attorney Arthur VanDuren was in

ity does not fully agree that the jury’s testifiedthat they

conservative judgment is to the effect

Chicago.

, The allegation is somewhat as follows: The women at Dietrich’s house
were awakened out of a sound slee
one night last summer by thic
the tes smoke in the house. They arrouset

commun- Jacob Lokker of Holland, who
were acquainted
with Mr. Wolcott and knew him to
action was the best under the cirbe a man of good character.
cumstances. While sentiment is
Paul Coster, mail carrier of this
divided, some saying that Wolcott city, was put on the stand with a
should have been given a life sen- number of views of the scene, some
tence and otherssayingthat he should of which were offered as evidence.
Then followed Henry Wrolcott
It is safe to say

Alsburg,Polkton.
ing” by Mrs. C- J. Dregman; a solo,
The case of the people against Ed “The Vision of Hiawatha” by Prof.
ward C. Smith, for violation of the J. B. Nykerk; a descriptionof a
liquor law, was called Wednesday
western trip by Miss Jennie Kanters;
and the defendant appeared am and a song by Mrs. G. Van Verst,
pleaded guilty to the charge.
Mrs. G. J. Diekema, Mrs. Albert
The arson case of the people Diekema and Miss Jean Steffens.
against John Link, the Wright
J. H. Nibbelink left Wednesday
farmer, was begun Wednesday and
for a business trip to Chicago.
is attracting considerable attention.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Boone and Mr.
Link is accused of attemptingto burn and Mrs. J. B. Mulder left Tuesday
down the farm residence of Leo evening for a visit to
Dietrich in Chester by piling hay
Mr. and Mrs. G. VanSchelven have
against it and setting fire to the comreturnedfrom Cedar Springs,where

With

Xmas Buyers

Tuesday.
DeGraaf of Kalamazoo was the
ted towards Link and he was ar- guest this week of Mr. and Mrs.' John
rested and brought before Justice Pessink.
ids

Our

line of Christmas Gifts is ready

I).

for

Hunton for examination. He was
Mrs F. K. Colby has been called
bound over to circuit court and the home from Eue Galle, Fla., by the

inspection

Come and Look

case has just been reached.

serious illness of her father.
testimony
The prosecution began their case
covered his life and dealt more Wednesday morning andLeoDietrich Mrs. A. J. Godfrey has returned
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.Joseph
particularly of course with the in- was the first witness called to tell the
Totten, of Hndsonville.
cidents leading up to the shooting. story. P. H. McBride is in charge o
He insisted that he had shot the the prosecution and W. I. Lillie is Mrs. L. Kymer was the guest this
week of friends in Kalamazoo.
boy in self defense and while he defending Link.
was in fear of being stabbed by
Dr. J. W. Bosman, of Kalamazoo,
The following jury was struck
him. As Wolcott was telling his try tjie ca8et Jacob Slager, Spring was the guest. of
his parents, Mr. and
of Ins
story _of
footing, young 'Lake; Gerrit Ummen,Hollan(h^re- J-<W-Iiosman'‘Su,u,ay-

himself. Wolcott’s

to

Fancy Booklets, Bibles, Psalm Books,
Box Papers, Albums, Toilet Articles and Leather
Goods, Handkercheif,Glove and Cuff and Collar
Boxes. Perfumes in bulk and fancy cut glass
bottles, Largest stock in this county.
Books,

.

^

S.A.Martin£state,

Grevengoed’sfather, who was in D.vid B. Willett, Grand Haven;
William DeKleine left Monday for
Wolcett Not Guilty
the court room, broke down and Enyi Betlike, Robinson; Frank J. the Northwestern Medical school, of
became hysterical.The sheriffled Davis, Olive; John VanDort, Holland Chicago, to resume his studies,
“Not guilty” was the verdict
Post
8th a River
Holland.
him out and quiet was restored in a
township; William Flippsey, Prof. S. 0 Mast returned Monday
brought in by the jury in the Wol
very' short time.
Blendon; Art D. VanAlsburg, Polk- from a visit to Ann
]
cott case Monday evening. The
Upon cross examination Mr. ton; Frank Miller Grand Haven Mr. a]1,i Mr6. ,John pjeters and
tnnouncement that the jury arFarr got after the defense witness
township; John Taylor, George family, who were the guests of Mr.
rived at this verdict was a matter
without mercy and although Woi- town.
Lloyd A. Molyneux, 48, Bass
of great surprise as the least that
and Mrs. H. Boone, sr., returnedMonFor Sale or Trade— I have a
cott bore the strain well for a man
River;
Anna Marsh, 33. Grand good eighty acre farm in the townwas expected was a verdict of manday
to their home in Fennville.
not accustomed to cross examinaRapids.
slaughter or a disagreement. The
ship of Manlius, Allegan county,
General Items.
A. Keppel, Gerrit VanHaaften, M.
tion, he at times became nervous
Bert Westerhof, 21, Holland; that I would like to sell on easy
opinion is freely expressed that the
Knoll and Wm. Westhoek took a
and questions had to be repeated
London wholesale haberSena Stygstra, 19, Hudsoaville.
liberation of Wolcott without to him often.
terms or trade for Holland property
hunting trip to the vicinity of Hamdashery
concern has introduced a
punishmentof some kind is an in30
of the 80 acres is improved and
CorneliusP. Usreck, 22, BeaverMr. Farr made the witness ac- species of paper undershirts and ilton and Dunningville,this week.
dication that*[slightvaluation is
there
is also a good apple orchard
knowledge that the boy had been hosiery, samples of which series
Charles Heindel was in Grand dam; Katie Hop, 18, Beaverdam.
placed upon human life and that
and
12 acres of rye. For terms adshot in the back of the head and are now being shown in the New Rapids Sunday.
people can slay their fellow men
Save money by buying your dress Jacob VandeZend, Hamilton,
that as near as he could remember
Hon. G. J. Diekema is in WsahYork market. These goods are
with impunity.
presentsfor father, mother, brother Mich,, R. F. D. No. 2.
the boy had fallen in his tracks.
offered at popular prices and save ington attending a meeting of the
The verdict was brought in Mon
or sister at the 5 and 10 cents
At
the evening session Doctors laundry bills. Japanese paper Spanish War Claims Commissions.
day night after a little more than
store 56 East Eighth street Holland
James Vander Sluis and family, of Mich. Nothing on our first floor
Ixoo.
two hours deliberation. Court had VanderVeen of Grand Haven, handkerchiefs are selling more
adjourned Monday afternoon at 5 Godfrey of Holland, were called freely ‘ than formerly. A specially Grand Rapids, have closed their cot- over 10 cents. Higher priced goods
Ir. K. ftetefcti’ihtj Diiretic
o’clock until 7:30 in the evening by the defense to give their opinion constructed “wallet” is on sale to tage at Macatawa and have returned on second floor. Beautiful presents
May
be worth to you more than
as to what effect a shot would have go with them. Separate divisions home.
with the jury still out and judge and
on both floors. Coal hods, sleds etc. $100 if you have a child who soils
attornies were getting ready for upon a person. Both doctors dis- are provided for clean and soiled
Harry VanDusen was in Grand Candies at special prices for Sun- bedding from incontenence of
supper when a telephone call at agreed with Drs. Kremers and ’kerchiefs,the latter being burned. Rapids Tuesday.
day schools.
water during sleep. Cures old and
Mabbs and stated that they be- — New York Press.
shortly after six informed them that
young
alike. It arrests the trouble
Miss
Lena
DePree
has
returned
to
the jury had reached a verdict. lieved that a person shot in that
at
once.
$1.00. Sold by Hebei
Washington,
D.
C., to resume her
An
experiment
was
made
at
First
choice
is
generally
best
Everyone connected with the case way would be more liable 4o take
duties
as
stenographer
of the Spanish choice. If you wanted to select a Walsh druggist,
St.
Thomas’
Episcopal
church
at
hurried to the court room and several steps than to fall immedHolland, Mich.
wife you would not be sensible if
iately and that a convulsion of the Battle Creek last Sunday evening. War Claims Commission.
eagerly awaited, the verdict anxious
Mrs. P. Hazeji is visiting relatives you waited until all of the young
muscles
would
set
in rather than a A band bt n pieces played, in
to know what charge Wolcott
eluding drums. To this end Fair- at Cadillac.
men of the town had taken theirs.
Mini bit iitah;complete relaxation.
would be convicted on.
brother’s “Magnificat” and “Nunc
The same rule applies in the matter
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine TabMiss
Martha
Dresky
of
KalamaWolcott sat in his accustomed Ed. W. Scott a neighbor of WolDimittis”was arranged for the zoo was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. of Christmas gifts. Yomare not act- ete. All druggist* refund the money
place inside of the rail, calmly cott’s was called last night to show
band by New York experts,for the Eugene Youngs on Thanksgiving. ing sensiblyif you wait until the last If they fall to cure. B. W. Groves*
signature on everv box.
awaiting the word of the twelve that he had been bothered with
first time in America, as a mark of
day and allow all of yonr friends
men. There was nothing in his tramps and boys the same as Wol- courtesy to their patron, John B.
John Wabeke has returned from a
and neighbors to get first choiceappearanceto betray his feelings. cott.
Waterman, choirmasterat the visit with relatives in Grand Haven. Buy now. It will pay you and
His wife sat beside him and like Saturday morning was taken up
Mrs. B. P. Higgins has returned please those upon whom you bestow
church. The band also played a
September3B. i»4.
her husband gave little evidence of by the arguments of the attornyes.
from a visit with relativesin Chicago. the gifts. Buy at James A.
number or two of its own.
the strain under which she had Mr. McBride opened for the state
T*AINS
UUYI
HOLLAND AS FOLLOWS:
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cox, who have Brouwer’s and it will pay you doubly
been for the past month. The old and he was followed by Mr. Kollen
At the cemetery the minister was
been the guests of Mrs. Cox’s parents, and please them doubly, for he has a For Chicago and the west— *lJ:WTa. m.. 7:58 a.
father showed more feeling than for the defense whose argument moved by the grief of the husband
m.. 13:89 p; m- 5:>1 p.m,
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. VanDuren, have large Hue of goods that are decidedly
any one of the three. There were was principallyagainst the charge whose wife was to be buried and
Grand Rapids and north-*8:lBa. m.. 13:44 A.®.
returned to their home in Chicago.
acceptable for Christmasand that
4:18 p. m., »:38 p, m.
only a few people in the court of murder in the first degree as en- sought to commiserate him in the
are sold for decidedly reasonable For Muskegon-8 :88 a. m. 1:35 p.m.. 4:aop.'ru
Mrs. Wm.I. J. Bruinsmaand famroom when the verdict was brought tered in the defense. Mr. Kollen followingmanner: “My brother, I
For Allegan— 8:10 a. m -, 8:88 p. m. Freight
prices.
in.
leaves east Y about 9 a.m.
ily
were the guests of relativesin
know
that
this
is
a
great
grief
that
illustrated the difference between
Daily
H. F. Moeller. G. P. A.
Frank Hedges of Polkton had charges of murder in the first and has overtaken you, and though you West Olive last week.
Graafsohap
J. C. Holcomb. Agent.
been chosen foreman of the jury second degree and manslaughter are compelled to mourn the loss of
Miss Anna Myerink and Henry
The directors of the Daisy
and he arose when deputy clerk and argued that under the law and this one who was your companion Brummel were married in NoordeOF MICHIGAN, Tha Prebate Oowt
Creamery
held a meeting Thurs- STATE
(or tha County of Ottawa.
McEachron asked for his findings. the testimony [offered the jury and partner in life, I would con- oos Wednesday afternoon.
At a sessionof said court, ksld at tha Proday.
There was a distinct appearance of should not bring in a verdict for sole you with the assurance that
bate office. In the Qlty of Grand Haven. In
a shock of surprise-when the fore- any of these charges.
Marriage Licenses
there is another who sympathizes
Bert Tinholt will soon take his said county on the 3Sid day of November, A. D.
man stated that the jury had Mr. Diekema followed Mr. Kol- with you and seeks to embrace you John Klintworth, 23, Crockery; position as mail carrier, and his . ’**»*. Hoa. Edward P. Kirby. Judge
of Probatn
reached the verdict of not guilty. len and he also illustrated the dif- in the arms of unfailing love.” To
Bertha Underhill, 24 Morley, place will be taken by Bert Menken Zb the matter of the estateof
Attorney Kollen was the first to re- ference between the three different this the bereaved man replied by
for the winter months.
Conrad Bing, deceased,
Mich.
cover himself and his joy bubbled classes of murder arguing that in asking, as he gazed through tears
F. J. Everhart has a very bad
Mary Louise Bing having filed In aaid court
John
P.
Ryanbrandt,
30,
Jamesover.^ Mrs. Wolcott showed order to commit murder in the first into the minister’sface: “What’s
her peUtroopraying that a certain Instrumentla
town; Anna Brouwer, 18, Forest case of neuralgia and is unable to writing,purportingto bo the lut will and testaemotion for the first time and wept degree or even manslaughtersman her name.”— Yale Record.
ment of aald deceased,now on file In niid court
do
much
work.
Grove.
be admitted to probate,and that tha administraa little. Then she and her husband
must have some malice or foreof soli estate be granted to Mary Ding
A man who never subscribed for
Horace H. Walcott, 28, Coopers- Ben Lugers was in New Gronin- tion
shook hands with each of the jury- thought. This he claimed Wolor to aome other suitableperson.
a
newspaper
in
his
life
went
to
an
ville; Alice M. Noble, 28, Coopers- gen Wednesday attending the pubIt Is ordered that the
men and thanked them.
cott did not have. Mr. Diekema
editor the other day and asked him ville.
lic sale of J. Ellis.
19th
day of December, A. D. 1904
paid a tribute to the jury. His to let the public know through the
*9 *<» forenoon,at said Prebate
William
Wiltshire,
28,
Milwauargument was eloquent and strong paper he had a sewing machine to
JSrpemiS? U
he"ln«
Real Estate Transfers
cee; Minnie Bokke, 28, Holland.
The case of the defense was for his client, whomahe«wastrying
trade for two hogs. He wanted the
It la further ordered, that public notice
opened by Geo. Kollen Friday af- to save from prison.
John J. Bat(«n, fofiiUr of Dm<U
Wm.
J.
VanRaalte,
33, Grand
f1™ br publicationof a copy of
"ad” free. The editor looked at
this order, for three suooeeeiveweeks previous
ternoon and the whole thread of
Mr. Farr’s argument to the jury him a moment aud then replied: Haven; Mrs. Mattie Laman, 28, August A Waters to JeffononL. Waters
S
“VS
0* “••rtm. to the Hoiuid
lot 34 Buwaldas Add. Zaeiand ............. $ loo
Wolcott's case seemed based upon was full of emotion and feeling.
“I can’t see what you want the Grand Haven.
2d^oi»S-*lr'p-ptrprlnt*d “d dronl*Ud lB
L?da Brink to Oerrlt VaodenBrlnk sl-4w
the self defense theory. Mr. Kolfon He took up the testimony piece by
John W. Koetsier, 23, Grand l-t w 1-4 mc U Holland .................two
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
hogs for as long as you are around
stated that the defense would show piece and^based his argument upon home so much yourself.” — Spring- Haven; Anna Behm, 22, Grand
Jacob Olerum to Cornelias VanFarowen
that Mr. Wolcott bad all of hi* Jif
--ProbateClark.
------- -T'- T-3aYW¥iT-4*ac ZteUnd
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CapL Cody had Just returned from
& Toyage to the Pacific and had never
W« shiver not at shadows on Jordan's beheld the manager.
stormy banks.
He glanced at him with the air of
For somehow we're enlisted In tbs hala
man who la compelled to stare at
lelula ranks!
4far the music'srlngin’-thebells are all something very disagreeable,then his
In chime
glance became fixed and after Fanning
An’ we’re slngin’— O, we're Bingin' of the had passed he hastened around the
hallelula time!
square so that he would meet the manDark hills an' steep hills,
ager once more.
But yonder's the light;
"Where have I seen a man just like
Home’s o'er the river—
him?” said CapL Cody, to himself. But
Home Is in sight!
though the photographof a man’s face,
We shiver not at shadows— the itiorny like, very like, unto Mr. Fanning’s,
ways we tread.
An* reap eternalliliesfrom the green was impressedon the captain’s mind,
graves of our dead;
the film would not develop. It was
The world with Joy is rlngin’-a song that misty and yet It was a face. It worried
soars sublime
We’re slngin’—O, we’re slngin' of the the captain.He went over the world"
In his mind. He confronted himself
hallelula time!
with men In fezs, in turbans and In
Dark hills an' steep hills,
sombreros. He marshaled before his
But yonder's the light;
Home’s o'er the river—
mental eye the crews he had commandHome Is In sight!
ed, but the film remained clouded and
Bright stars there In the shadows; and over imperfect.

THE HAPPY

earth's

BANKA

farewells

V

There was an Ingredient lacking, a

1

The sweet an’

heaven-thrilled music— the
touch needed, and neither was within
welcome of the bells!
The old friends— how they beckon to a fair the captain’sreach. He lost his appean’ friendly clime;
tite and kept Mrs. Cody awake with his
They're singln'-O.they’re slngin’ of the restlessness.
hallelulatime!

|

Dark

-F.

an’ steep hills,
But dreams of the light;
Home's o’er the river—
Home Is in sight!
L. Stanton, in Atlanta Constitution.

V

V

hills

OUR GUARANTEE

CapL Cody waxed cross and peevish

as he struggled with his imperfect pho-

tograph, and when a lady called to see
' him he went into the parlor in a bad
I

humor.

'

| The

lady had a son who was on a
Voyage to Demerara and she had heard
some stories about its deadly climate
and hastened to Capt. Cody for his

DEVELOPING A
PHOTOGRAPH £

The word "Guarantee” is
much overworked; Everybody

opinion. He reassured her and remained sitting in the parlor after she
had gone. Demerara! He had not
been there for years, but the memory
Ur J. C.
of the pea-soup colored river came
with its flat banks and the sugar sheds
iand white houses of the town came
(Oopyrlghf,IKM, by Dally Story Fob. Co.)
j
back to him. Then the missing ingrediT)EV. MJt. SIGSBY allowed himself ent came t0 h,8 hand The fllm be_
,e helped
the fourth time to came gradualty a portralti clear and
l\ to be
h
mac no opposition when his Ql8tlnct Fanning it was, and Demechicken, made
cup was filled with coffee, and was rara was where he had seen him. Folequally passive when Mrs. Cody placed
lowing close on the perfection of the

can use it; and almost everybody'does.

PLUMMER

It’s a pity to seeit

t.,

a large piece of fried mush beside the

chicken.
"It’s a sad thing about CapL Carr,"
murmured Mrs. Cody.
Rev. Sigsby sniffed. "People who prefer to sail in boats and fish on the
Lord’s day rather than hear His Word
must come to grief,” quoth he.
"But his wife and children went to
church," growled Capt. Cody, morosely.
"The sins of the father descend upon
his children,”said Mr. Sigsby. "It is

^

i

1

“Guarantee” is a good word
when it means something.
We use it because we have
made it mean something

came facts. Like links in a chain ||
they welded one in another. Fanning,
he had seen him on board the Vixen,
CapL Chapman; and the Fanning he
saw there had manacles on his wrists
and was in the cabin of the steamer
with a grim looking man alongside of
film

j

)

|

him.

1

A

abused;

The Clothes we "guarantee”
are made so that it’s safe to
stand behind them; in every
detail they are such as we dare

1

"Chapman’s in Norfolk now,” murmured Capt. Cody.
He went to Norfolk on that evening’s

insure

The label is merely the seal
and signature of the work-

boat.

hard to understand to our imperfect
Capts. Cody and Chapman stood on
nature, but such is the law of God.”
the street corner opposite the ware"Our imperfect nature generally house of Bllson & Clark, much as two
,

1

marksmen would stand awaiting the
appearanceof some wily game bird.
"He’ll go out for dinner,” said Cody,
"and then you’ll see him. Fanning
came out and walked up the street as
became a man at peace with the world.
"It’s him,” said Chapman. "Somers!
Robbed a house in Berbice of a big
sum, made his lucky escape to Demerara,
was caught and put on my steamer for
return to Berbice.Managed to slip his
handcuffs just as we came into Berbice
at night and plumped overboard.Must
have caught a boatman and bribed him
to hide him. He’s wanted out there

•rvtufttt
«•• •• M MU**** «M9S

Sell The

Hand-Tailored

The Lahel
The Label is a small thing,
a small thing to look for,
but it’s a big thing to find
for when you do find it, you
find the right clothes and

Somers, alias Fanning, at first denied
everything flatly. But his face was the
color of white clay and his knees smote
one another as he blustered. It was no
good. Chapman had his proofs pat and

Somers threw up the game. He was
OF HIS willing to confess and put the confession in writing that he had doctored
QUILT."
the wharfage books so as to throw the
holds a man Innocent ’till he’s found blame on CapL Carr for a discrepancy,
guilty,"growled Capt. Cody again.
the result of his own peculations.
"I fancy," said Rev. Sigsby, "there’s
“Now,” said Capt. Chapman, "make
no doubt of his guilt. Mr. Fanning is
your best time out of this port, and
such a model Christian that be would
keep out of
not make a charge unless he had good
The $2,000 was not the only discrepfoundation.”
ancy which Bllson ft Clark discovered
"Sins of the fathers on the children,”
when they went over the accounts of
•aid CapL Cody, after Rev. Sigsby had
Mr. Fanning, who had come to them
departed."If the Almighty was to
with forged letters of recommendation.
come on earth He’d be busy telling peoDetectiveshunted for Mr. Fanning
ple He wasn’t like what these Sigsbys
without success and Bllson ft Clark had
make Him out to be.”
to charge the defalcation off to profit
Mrs. Cody stopped up her ears.
and loss without even the gratification
It was a sad thing about CapL Carr.
of revenge.
After 30 years’ sea service for the house
CapL Carr resumed his post as chief
of Bllson A Clark, he had been placed
of the wharves belonging to the firm.
in charge of the firm’s wharves. When
Mr. Fanning, who had come rather suddenly Into town, became head cashier
IN QUICK LUNCH.
and manager for the firm, he discovered, after he had been two years in his Life Has Become So Bapld In Big Meposition,grave discrepancies in CapL
tropolis That Little Time Is
Carr’s accounts. Further InvestigaTaken to Eat.
tions made the captain out a defaulter
some $2,000, the result of false entries
can write the life-tragedies
of wharfagesreceived. CapL Carr was that may be traced to the "bolting*'
suspendedat once and against the of luncheons at "quick-lunch counwishes of the manager was not arrest- ters”? asks the Chicago Journal. Yet
ed, but was placed under surveillance.It would seem that even a "quick
The church, where'Mr. Fanning at- lunch” Is becoming too slow. There
tended and where he was a valuable as- are signs in the windows and over the
sistantIn Sunday school,to a man and door of a 'certain restaurant announ-

FANCY THERE’S NO DOUBT

1L”

<•

We

badly.”
"What’ll you do?” asked Capt. Cody.
"I’ll call on him to-night,” replied
CapL Chapman, grimly.

"I

ttai

you

know

Feiss, Clothcraft Label
America’s Most progressive
Clothes Makers
and you get a double Guarantee with everv Garment
bearing the .Label— the
manufacturers and our own

youv’e found

them-

,

SHOE
We

sell

SHOE

such makes as the

Dorothy Dodd, Douglas & Ralston Health Shoe

TRAGEDY

Who

woman

believed Capt. Carr guilty. Ing, “The Quicker Lunch.” "The
While his wife and children attended Quickest Lunch” will probably soon
the church he rarely entered Its doors, follow. Has life become so rapid that
and so prejudicedthe congregation a man cannot take time to eat? Is It
against him. Since his misfortune his
wife had found the atmosphereof the
church so chillingthat she stopped attending and the congregationplaced
her beside her husband on Its books.

possiblethat he can allow himself only
ten minutes for luncheon; and that,
even while eating,he cannot take time
to smile, or to turn off the steam, but
must keep the throttle valve of his
But the entire marine circle, captains, thinking machine wide open, planning,
mates and boatswainsall scouted the planning, thinking, thinking? Not long
Idea of CapL Carr’s guilL They de- ago a business man said that his partclared there was some mistake and In ner, who had recently married, "took
a most loyal manner visited the cap- his wedding trip on an elevator in a
tain and swore lustily at Mr. Fanning.
skyscraper.”| It was the only time he
“I don’t know nothing,” groaned the
felt he could spare to celebratesuch a
bewildered CapL Carr. "I can’t rememminor affair as his marriage!
ber stealing any money, but the way
Mr. Fanning makes it out I must have
A Russian immigrant of tender age
done It But what bothers me Is what
was being registered in a downtown
did I do with the money?”
"You never stole it!" thundered Capt. Philadelphia school. The teacher
questioned: "What is your name?”
Cody.

your father’s name?” "I never hat
mates and boatswains.
But people who once spoke to Capt. one,” came the quick response.
Carr passed him silently and his chil- "Then tell me your mother'sname,”
again said the teacher, kindly. "I
dren had no playmates on the streeL
pointing out the manager to CapL Cody

We guarantee these
We

which
shod man or

also and the modest prices at

them will make you the peer of the best
woman in Ottawa County-and if you don’t care to talk about
it

sell

your friends won’t know but that you spent

lars for

five or

six dol-

them.

GENT’S FURNISHINGS
Our reputation

for always showing the

and furnishings at the

BEST VALUES

LATEST STYLES

is firmly established-

STOESSEL IS CONFIDENT.

Facts and Fiction
Experiencesof Holland

Citizens

Says He Can Hold Fort Arthur
Months if FurnishedMunitions and Stores.

r

for

are Easily Proven to be Facts.
St Petersburg, Nov. 19.— Gen. Stoessuperficial investiga- sel has telegraphed to Emperor Nichtion will prove that the following olas that Port Arthur can hold out
A Good Antborllr Tell* How to Do It statement from a resident of Hol- until the Baltic squodron arrives in
With 7fe*tnc*N end Dl*t>3tc!i.
land is true. Read it and compare March, on the condition that he it
In recent yours I have learned just evidence from Holland people with supplied with munitionsand stores.
bow to pick uud pack apples to the testimony of strangers living so far
Mukden, Nov. 22.— The Ruslsan debeet advantage. I used to spend twice away you cannot investigatethe tachments occupyingDa pass have reas much effort and labor on this job facts of the case. Many more citi- tired before the Japanesecolumn, 1,000
strong. The Japanese are reported to
as were required. The great majority zens of Holland wdl endorse our
be advancing towards Sintsintln. '
•f apple growers could save a great claims.
Toklo, Nov, 21.— As a result of tundeal of trouble and expense In apple
Pilon, farmer near neling by the Japanese, the Erlungpacking if they would but learn how Ebenezer says: “I had more or less shan and Sanshunshan forts, the printo do It right. Most of them imagine trouble for years from my kidneys cipal works of the Port Arthur defenses,
that the apples have to be put In piles
and whenever I worked hard or were blown up last Thursday at 2:30
In the orchard to “sweat." Xo greater
caught a cold it always affected me o’clock in the afternoon. It Is stated the
mistake was evei made in this line.
and caused a heavy aching pain explosion was a severe one.
This plan Involves a large addition of
Toklo, Nov. 22.— The navy departlabor, makes the work more tedious through the small of my back. It ment reports the capture of the Gerand disagreeable,and at the same time was very painful to stoop or, lift man steamer Batelan while attemptresults In a positiveInjury to the ap- anything and at times the aching ing to run the Port Arthur blockade. The
pearance of the fruit In the barrel* «'as so persistentI could scarcely departmentsays that at three a. m., NoFrom an experience gathered from get about- to do my work. I used vember 19, a Japanese squadron cruising
picking a large number of barrels of different medicines
wore off Yentao sighteda vessel steaming for
apples during the past few years I FIdblcI3
U1C„ UIU
llu B„uu.
plasters uul
but they
did lllc
me no
good. Port Arthur. The gunboat Tatsuta purknow positivelythat the apples which J As j had seen Doan.s Kidney Pi|ls sued and overtook the steamer at five
recommended for such In the morning. On board of the vessel
was found a great quantity of winter
•rwanl are those that were put dl- | r°ubles, I went to J. 0. Does clothing,blankets,medicine and corned
rectly Into the barrels as picked from i ^ur6 s drug store in Holland and meats. Her captain said he was bound
the trees. All our apples are barreled ; Sot a b°x» I used them but a short for Newchwang. The route and cargo
up, headed up and nailed up within | time when I felt better and con- of the Batelan were considered to be
half an hour after they are gathered | tinuing the treatmentI was soon suspiciousand she was taken possession
from the tree and usually in cold ’cured.”
of and brought to Sasebo.

The most

PACKING APPLEG.

John

and

^

r

Berlin, Nov. 23.— The Mukden corre0r,tW°
.“"Y i For sale by all dealers. Price 50
are barreled. The apples are not
* t? * Jvriu
u
spondent of the Lokal Anzelger sends
lowed to touch the
“nts. Foster-Milburn Co. Buffalo, the following: “Reports of the death of
With a proper sorting table standing N. Y., sole agents for the U,. S. Gen. Kuroki persist, in spite of denials,
Within easy reach from the nearest two Remember the name, Doan’s and and are revived by Chinese coming from
or three trees one man can fill the bar- take no substitute.
the Japanese camps.
rels and another head and nail them
“First Lieut. Schupkoff, who has Just
“It was almost a miracle. Bi r- arrived from Port Arthur, reports that
about as fast as three or four or perhaps half a dozen men can strip them dock Blood Bitters cured me o* a the Russians have laid out three Hnesof
off the trees and empty them on the terrible breaking out all over the defenses,which the Japanese must cap•orting table. All this means quick body. I am very grateful.”. Miss ture before they can reach the city, after
business, and nothing Is as tiresome
Julia Filbridge, West Cornwell, which the Russians can retire to the
and time taking for any one as the job
coast forts, which ase the strongest of
Conn.
of picking and sorting the fruit from
all. The garrison, which comprises
a big heap on the ground. In the lat- ! Monarch over pain. Burns, cuts, more than 4,000 men, is In good spirits,
tw case every apple has to be handled sprajns stjngs> lnstant relief. Dr. | Lieut. Schupkoff believesthat the fort-

al-

grouud.

:

®Ter‘
-

i

-

Thomas’ Electric Oil At any drug
man tending
°
store
It simply handles the poor apples and
the few with the small branches left
Only one remedy in the world
on and lets all the good fruit roll by
that will at once stop itchiness of
him into the barrel This style of banthe skin in any part of the body.
tiling apples also Insureshonest sorting
and packing. The apples go into the Doan’s Ointment. At any drug
With

J

;

a sorting table the

1

re88 can ho,d out at least until the end
of
tonuorv ”
of January.

Orderof Appearance

WEEDS

SUte of Michigan.90th JudicialCircuit In
Chancery.

lungs. Like other weeds

it’s

easily destroyed while young

when old, sometimes

;

Strengthen the lungs

as

A Dozen of the Inmates Are Suffocated
and Burned— Only One Survivor in
the
Each of Two Families and These

you

would weak land and
weeds will disappear.

May

The best lung fertilizer is
Scott’s Emulsion. Salt pork
is

good

too,

but

it is

very hard

to digest.

The time to treat consumption is when you begin trying
Others see

it,

you

!

1

;;

mm

»

When you

forget

it

and be

better for the

treatment. If it is

consump

tion you can’t expect to be
cured at once, but if you will

The

jfred and yellow, In our gardens,

inlas In soft shades of azure or
white are not too often seen Ip
yet they are so beautiful
. such easy culture that all may
. hem, and they are at home In
*ny garden. Borne varieties,too, do
t a window, while others are spej food plants for the cool green» or the glass porch, and yet another group will drape the rock border
with masses of tiny harebells.
C. Ifereldfolla, the peach leaved bellflower, la one of the most common, either In its blue or white form, whether

_

St Petersburg,Nov.

22.—

grip. I had to sleep sitting

up

in

FOUR WEDDINGS.

A

Novel Hy menial Affair Occurs
at

Chippewa Falla,
Wia.

bed. I tried many remedies, withrelief, until I took Dr. King’s
Chippewa Falls, Wia., Nov. 22.— Rev.
New Discovery for Consumption, E. M. Nelson, Andrew Nelson and
coughs and colds, which entirely Charles Nelson, and Jessie Johnson,

out

cured my cough, and saved] me Amanda Johnson and Clara Johnson,
from consumption.” A grand cure three brothers and three slaters, were
for diseased conditions of throat married at the same time Monday.
and Lungs. At W. C. Walsh, After the triple ceremony, Rev. C. J.
druggist; price 50c and JI.oo Erdman, who officiated, asked Rev,
Nelson/ one of the newly married
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
brothers, to marry him to one of the
guests. All the bridegrooms and

Poriau Fighting
double or single.It Is an elegant plant,
very useful, too, for cnttlng,especially
“For seven years,” writes Geo.
the doable white form here represent- W. Hoffman, of Harper, Wash.,
ed, as It lasts long In water. This com“I had a bitter battle, with chronic
paratively new form, Campanula perstomach and liver trouble, but at
aicl folia moerbelml,which Is a good
last I won and cured my diseases,
garden plant, has strong stems that
by the use of Electric Bitters. I
carry purest white flowers from two to
three Inches in diameter. They are unhesitatinglyrecommend them to
double and semldonble, not bell shaped all, and don’t intend in the future
like other campanulas, but resembling to be without them in the house.
n double white camellia.
They are certainly a wonderful

all

the brides will go In a party to the
world’s fair for a honeymoon trip.

WOULD HONOR

COCKRELL.

PresidentRoosevelt Tenders Responsible Position to Senator
from Missouri.
Washington,Nov. 21.— The president
haaoffered Senator Cockrell,

Missouri,

of

LILf.IE
Solicitorfor Complainant
I.

Business Address: Grand Haven Michiganflw 45
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LAND OFFICE.

at ten o’clock Id the forenoon, at aald Probate ;
office, be and la hereby appointed for eximlu-

Ing and allowing said accouLt;

and

hearing

said petition.

Chemists,
409 Pearl St, N.
coc. and

THE^

It la further ordered, that public notice
V. Commissioner Richards Makes Hia thereof
be given by publicationof a copy ot
this
order,for three successiveweeks previous
Report on the Transactions
druggists.
to said day of bearing, In th* HollandCKy
for the Year.
News, a newspaperprinted and circulatedIn
aid county.

1

EDWARD P. KIRBY.
Washington, Nov. 23.— In his annual (A true
Judge of Probata
FANNY DICKINSON,
report for this year, Commlaaloner

copy.)

.

ProbataClerk,
Richards, of the general land office, rec43 8w
ommends the exerciseof more deliberate consideration of propositions look- STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tbs Probate Court
for th* County of Ottawa.
ing to the establishment of forest reAt a session of aald court, held at the Preserves than has been exercised)In the bats Office In the city of Grand Haven. In aald
County on the 7th day of November. A. D. 1094
past During the last fiscal year nine Present: HON. EDWARD P. KIRBY. Jodg*
reserves were created,bringing the to- of Probata In the matter of the estate of
tal

number up

to 59

and increasingthe

Jan J. Naber, Deceased.

aggregate area covered by forest reservaAaltjeNaberhaving filed in aald court
tions to 62,763,494 acres.
her p» titlon prayingthat a certain icstnr
The report shows a falling off of meat In writing,pu porting to be thelast will
and testamentof aald deceased, now on file In
$1,741,401 in the total receipts of the of- said court be admitted to probate, and that the
fice as compared with the previous year administrationof said estate be granted to
barself or to some other tnlUble person.
and a decrease in the area of public land
It Is Ordered, That the
disposed of, amounting to 6,418,477
5th day of December A. D. 1904
acres. With tile execeptlon of 1903 the
cash receipts were greater than any pre- at ten o’olook in the forenoon at said probate
offloe,be and Is hereby appointed forbearing
vious year. The patents Issued for the said petition:
It is further ordered. That pubUo attics
year numbered 56,386,and exceeded those
thereof be glvan by publicationof a oorr of
for any ot her 12 months in the history ol this order,for three mine seal ve weeks previous
to said day of hearing, la the HollandCity
the office. The receiptswere $9,283,341 Naws, a newspaperprinted and circulatedIn
and the land disposedof aggregated 16,- aald county.
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
405,821 acres. Of this quantity 10,171, •
(A true
Judge of Probata.
265 acres were entered under the homeFANNY DICKINSON.Probata Clerk.
44-fv
stead law, 2,353,584 were patented as
railroad selections, and 1,306,261 under
STATE OF MICHIGAN, Tbs Probata Court
timber and stone entries.
for the County of Ottawa
With respect to unlawful inclosures, At a session of said court, held at the Probate
office. In the City of Grand Haven, in
137 reports were received, showing an
said county on tbo Ittfa daylof November
area of 1,353,567 acres of public land
Present: Hon
Edward P. Kirby, Judge
unlawfully inclosed. Through the ef-

That combination among small farm
ers is the best way to get the use of
pure bred bulls we firmly believe. It
not ouly makes the burden lighteron
each, but helps to promote a public
spirit In the work of stock Improvement which is of great value In the
community.The Ideal community is
approached when every farmer In it Is
of Probata.
interested and will use a bull of the forts of specialagents, 39 unlawful inla th* matter of th* aatatsof
chosen breed of the neighborhood. closures. embracing 717,505 acres of
Maria
Machielsen, ¥ alias Maiy
When the farmers of any township or public land, have been removed and procounty once agree upon combining on ceedings are pending to compel the re- Michaekon or Mechielse, Deceased.
John A. Blgvlns baring filed In said court
one breed and use only pure bred bulls maining cases reported. Mr. Richards
bis final administration
account, and bis petition
of real excellence,then we shall hear
•ays that specific instructionshave been praying for the allowance thereofand for the
and distribution of the residuecf said
from them no longer the wall that given the special agents to secure the re- assignment
estate.
there Is no profit In cattle and it does
It
Is
ordered,
that the
moval of all unlawful inclosuresupon
not pay to hoy pedigreed bulls.
public lands.
A little more enterprise Is needed According to the report the total 12th day of December, A.[D. 1904
along with the desire for better stock.
amount covered Into the treasury for at ten o’clockIn the forenoon,at aald Probata
With these there would be more good
offloa, be and Is hereby appointed for examlnthe benefit of the reclamationfund lag and allowing aald account and hearlDK
bulls used by farmers combining and
amounted to $23,012,836 on the 30th of aald pvtiUon.
purchasingpure bred bulls of decided June last.
It la further ordered, that public notice
thereof be given by publicationof a copy of
merit. Two or three neighborscan
this order, for three soecaastveweeks previous
ow'd s good bull at lete cost to each
to said day of having, In th* HollandCity
DRIVER
Nawa. a newspaperprinted and circulatedla
than for each to own one of Inferior
said county.
quality. The cost of keeping one pure Shot from Behind by ifavi Who Wee
. EDWARD P. KIRBY,
true
Judge of Probata.
bred is only one-third as much as the
Riding with Him— Motive
FANNY DICKINSON,
keeping of three mongrels, and the pure
Probate Clerk.
• Mystery.
8w 46
bred Is likely to have better care and
glvs less trouble.-- Combination la tbs
Chicago, Nov. 21.—
murder myssolutionof and co-operationthe key to tery, which had Its beginningFYld&y BTtoA,T^.8.’4Io0«^,^Tb,Prob“ oo“'
both the Imaginary and real troubles night in the Auditorium hotel and its la the matter of the eatate of Celia I*
Gkasoo,
^
with the bull on the small farm.
tragic climax early Saturday morning
iww by glyon, that four months from
near Lemont, has baffled police, deputy
Slse of Udder,
sheriffs and special detectives. In
against said deceased to aald court tor axaminand adjustment,and that all creditors of
A cow, whether Shorthorn, Hereford lonely gulch on Archer ro^d, three ntton
•aid deoeased are required to present thefr
or Jersey, that gives but a small miles south of Lamont, William Bate,
»o laid Oouriat the Probate offloe, to
amount of milk and for a short time a professionalchauffeur and scion the Cltv of Grand Ha van in aald county on or
the list day of March, A. D. 1905 and
wealthy family, was found batore
only needs but a small udder, while of
that ts id claims will ba heard by aald Court on
shot
to
death
at
five
a.
m.
Saturday,
the cow that yields a hundred pounds
A day must have both a large reservoir his hands still clutching the wheel of
Dated November Mst, A. D. 1904.

copy.)

special

dispatch from Tientsin printed here,
stating that the American consul at
Chef 00 has warned the state department at Washington of the imminence
of the fall of Port Arthur, is received
......
with considerable critlcten, the allegation being made that the dispatch was
Torture if a Preacher
prompted by a desire to help the Japastory of the torture of Rev.
nese war loan.
Moore, pastor of the Baptist

church, of Harpersville. N. Y.f
will interest you. He says: “I
suffered agonies, because of a persistent cough, resulting from the

Circuit Judge

WALTER

JiHgeofProbate.
dren; Marie Ambroslo, and her 18-year41-Sw
old daughter;Mary Galigonl, 18, and
rigidly regular in your treat- Lonarla Grosseppl,aged 30. The total
STATE OP MICHIGAN, Tbs Probate Court
loss la estimated at f 10,000.
for Um County of Ottawa.
ment you will win.
All the bodies were found in the rear At a session ot said court, held at tbs Probate office. In the City of Grand Haven. Is
Scott’s Emulsion, fresh air, room of the third floor, and it was evi- said county on the 81st day of October, A. D. 1904.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge
dent................
that all had been suffocated
in their
rest all you can, eat all
. .... . ......
of Probata.
thqf’s thp trpatmpnf inrf effort t0 reach the Are escape at the back In th* matter of tbo eatate of
can, mats
treatment and 0f the building. The two who were retCharlotte Marion Blachinond,
that’s the best treatment.
cued were found in the lower hallway
Deceased.
soon after the firemenreached the scene.
Frank
W.
Hadden
having filed In said court
We will send you Working their way through the build- Us final administration
account,atd bln
a little of the Emul- ing the rescuers discovered the heap of petition praying for the allowance thereofand
for the assignmentand distribution of the
dead on the third floor, and within a residue of said esi
sion free.
r-**
It la ordered that the
short time succeeded in taking out nine
Be sure that this picture In
the form of a label » on the bodies,but the last was not found until
28th day ofjNovember,[A. D. 1904
wrapper of every bottla tt after eight o’clock In the morning.

to keep a pure bred bull. He must

A

PHILIP PADGHA1!

begin in time and will be

have more tliau common cows or many
of them to JusUfy the buying and keeping of a high priced bull. If be has
neighbors who will pay a suitable fe«
for service he may be able to come
out even and have the satisfactionof
seeing his and his neighbor’s cattle Improved. But he must be a man of
more enterpriseand ambition than the
average if he persistsIn his good undertaking.

soldiersare comfortable.

Sighing will never pleasurebring,
Learn to laugh, you can laugh and
laugh right.
By taking Rocky Mountain Tea a»
night. Haan Bros.

O. D.

A XKW CAMPANULA.

feel like sighing — Hnp.

In this cause it appearingthat It cannot
ascertained In what staie or country the
said defendants, or either of them, reside,on
motion of Walter I. Lillie,Solicitor for Complainant, it is ordered that said defer dants
cause their appearanceto bo entered in said
cause within five months from the date of this
order,and that within twenty days the complainant cause this order *to be published In
the HolUnd City News, said publication to be
continued once In each week for six successive weeks.

STATE or MICHIGAN.
Th( Probate Court lor (he County of Ottawa.
lo the matter of lh« estate of Klaas
Blssobop, deceased.
NoticeIs hereby glv n that four months from
the loth day of November, A. D. 1904, bare been allowed for creditors to present their claimsagainst
said deceased to said court for examination and
adjustment,and that all creditors ofsMd deceased are required to present their claims to
said court at the prebate office In the clly of
Grand Haven in said conntv. on or before the
10th day of March, A. D. 19*5, and that said
The Victims.
claimswill be htard by said court on Friday,
The dead are: The mother and two the 10th day of Marco, A. 1). 1906, at ten
o’clock In the forenoon.
small children of the Polognlo family, Dated November 10th, A. D.1904.
Maranio Triolo, his wife and three chilEDWARD P. KlEBi,

Emulsion,

SCOTT &

from the east northward, taking their
wives, children and household goods in
order to save them from the Japanese.
They evince more confidencein the Russians than the Japanese. The Chinese complain that the whole country
between the Russian and Japanese lines
Is laid waste. Not a single dwelling Is
standing. The earth dwellings of the

Complainant

Noble H. Finney
Thomas D. Gilbert Defendants

member of

Emulsionyon buy.

chi„¥g„

V8.

November 1904

each being now
Don't wait until you can’f
in a hospital,with no hope of their redeceive yourself any longer covery. They are Charles Polognio, 33
Begin with the first though! years old, and Tony Triolo, 13 years old,
both of whom are terriblyburned. Alto take Scott’s
i!
though, in t^ie opinion of the coroner,
it isn’t really consumption sc all the dead were suffocated, the bodies
much the better; you will soon were badly burned before they could be
taken from the ruins by the firemen.
last living

Hm

eur to many of ua-l. e., that there form, Haan Bros.
ahonld be more flowers Jn cool tints to
balance the warmer and more common
If you haven’t time to prepare
Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea, it
is now made in tablet form also. Get
a package already to use. Makes
you well; keeps you well. 35 cents.
Haan Bros.

New York, Nov. 21.— Smothered before they could reach the rear Are escape in a burning tenement buildingat
No. 186 Troutman street, In the WUliamsburgdistrict of Brooklyn, 12 per-

sons met death shortly before two
o’clockSunday morning. Two entire
yourself families,those of Maranio Triolo and
Charles Polognlo, are wiped out, the
won’t.

CAMPANULA.

^ ““L

Die.

to hide it from

Zandagaw, Manchuria,by courier to
Mukden, Nov. 23— Japanese lost 500
men In the attacks of November 17 and
November 18 and were evidentlydisheartened.When they renewed the attack November 19 the Japanese sent out

i

ITALIAN FAMILIES.

David N. Cobb,

be

Fireside.

Holiis.er’sRocky [Mountain Tea

FLAMES DESTROY A TENEMENT
HOUSE CROWDED WITH

im-

THE

!

16th (Jay of

possible.

barrel just as they come. There Is no store, 50 cents.
several battalionsfrom Double Humped
ehance for filling a lot of trash into the
hill, but their movements lacked deFARMER’S BULL.
center of the barrel.The trash all goes RfA boon to traveleis,Dr. Fowler’s
cision. The Russians opened fire from
to the ground, to be gathered up later Extract of Wild Strawberry. Curts
Poutiloff(Lone Tree) hill and neighbor- A Little EnterprlaeNeeded to Seecea
for cider or the pigs.— T. Greiner In dysentery, diarrhota, seasickneis, ing eminences. Shells burst in the
Ulooded Stock.
Farm and
nausea. Pleasant to take. Ads midst of the advancingJapanese colIt is not enough for the dairyman to
umns and quickly checked them. . The use ouly bulls of some of the dairy
promptly.
THE
1
Japanese also tried a turning operation breeds, or the beef grower to use only
Removes the microbes which im- at Chanlindza, but there also they w?Rf bulls of the beef breeds, says a BreedRecent Doable Variety, Moerpoverish
the blood and circulation. dispersed. There was a slight encounter er’s Gazette correspondent The farmhelMl, Resembling;a Camellia.
Stops
all
trouble that inttrferes November 20. Russian scouts pene- er who keeps a few cows is up
As we think over the past summer
against a real difficulty when he tries
ud consider what to add to our her* ! wil1' nutrition, i Tliat’s what
nut'

4ult pending In the Circuit Court for the
County of Ottawa, In Chancery, on the

Consumption is a humar
weed flounshing best in weak

AUTO

MURDERED

copy.)

A

Deceased.

a

the isthmian canal commlssionershlp

EDWARD P. KIRBY.
medicine, to have cured such a bad made vacant by the resignation of Col to hold the milk aud milk glands suffi- his automobile. A passenger who
Judga of Probate.
Amateur Orchid Growla*.
rented
the
auto
from
Daniel
Canary's
ciently
developed
to
secrete
it
Be4e-8w
case as mine.” Sold under guaran- Hecker, of Michigan, and has also told
Many amateurs seem to view these
garage,
No.
402
Wabash
avenue,
at
9:20
tween these two extremes all graduatee to do the same for you, by W. him that if he feels that hit health will
orchids as an aristocratic kind of
tions exist. The organ therefore to Friday night under the name of “Mr.
C.
Walsh,
druggist,
at 50c a bottle; not permit him to take this place the
Wanted:— A bachelor 45 years
plant which are never comfortable and
Dove,” Is still at large. Whoever the
president desires to offer him a position which the greatest importanceis at
Try
them
today.
good
built Holland descent likes to
at home with the meaner subjects of
layer may have been, he placed a reon the Interstate commerce commission. tached and In which the greatest difget
acquainted
with a protestant girl
the greenhouse. Those who are supvolver
close
to
the
back
of
the
chaufferentiation may be expected is tbo
A Feirfnl Fate
posed to know say, however, that there
udder. To conform perfectly to the feur’s head and fired, the weapon being of suitable age. — Object marrying.
Found Guilty.
are many varieties Indigenous to coolIt is a fearful fate to have to enCherokee, la., Nov. 21.— After being standard it should have a long con- held so near to the victim that his hair Address letter W. N. this office.
er mountainousregions which may be
dure the terrible torture of Piles. out 16 hours a Jury found Harry Hart- nection with the body, extending well waa singed. No motive for the murder
grown to perfection In the ordinary
forward under the belly and be con- is known, and all theories art the merest
“I can truthfully Say, ’’writes Harry man, who shot and killed his sweetguesswork.
greenhouse. If one goes In for orchids
heart, Florence Porter, on November 30 tinued with loose skin well up behind.
Thousands Saved By
they must of course, be prepared to Colson, of Masooville, la., “that
The front quarters should be of tbo
1901,
guilty
of
murder
In
the
first
deWants Commercial Treaty.
pamper to certain fads and fancies as for blind, bleeding, itching and
same
size
as
the
hind
ones
and
should
gree, and fixed the punishment at ImprisSt Petersburg, Nov. 23.— The Bourse
to position and treatmentfor which protruding Piles, Bucklen’s Arnica
bang to the same level— Breeder and
Dl. KIDD'S II DISDOIEBI
onment for life at hard labor.
Gazette urges the negoUation of a comthese quaint subjects are noted-such, Salve, is the best cure made.” Also
Sportsman.
merclsl treaty with the United States
This wonderful medicine posifor instance, as tacking the plants on best for cuts, burns and injuries,
Canal Closed.
on the ground that the completion of tively cures Consumption, Coughs
to blocks of wood or giving them 25c at W. C. Walsh, druggist.
Keokuk, la., Nov. 22.— The Des Moines
the Panama canal will greatly Increase
Colds, Bronchitis,Asthma, Pneucrocks instead of soil. But a keen inQiek Irrest
rapids canal was officiallyclosed Montrade between the United States and
monia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, Laterest will soon be awakened once the
day for the winter by order of governJ. A. Gulledge of Verbena, Ala, Russia.
cultural treatment Is acquired,and
Grippe, Hoarseness,Sore Throat,
ment engineers.
t*ice lo the hospitalfrom ase
there Is always the possibilityof obme casenf piles causing 24 tumors.
Croup and Whooping Cou
Official Vote of Nebraska.
Will Be Beappointed.
taining a “sport” or maybe a new
\fier doctors and all Muddles failed.
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 23.— Nebraska’s
Every bottle guaranteed.
Washington, Nov. 23.— Official an- Burkleo’s Arnica Salve quickly ar officialcount of votes for president was
algnaturo 1. on erery bo* of tbo genuine
variety worth many tlmea its weight
Cure.
No Pay. Price 50o.&
•csted further ipflammstloo
Inflammationand finished Tuesday.President Roosevelt’s
Laxative Bromo-Qumineium* nouncement la made that Gov. Brady “'"ted
Trial bottle free.
.

V

tt* '•toed* Urt

cm

• «oM ta

«m

40J

will be reappointed governor of Alaska.* cured h,m-

11 conquers aches and kills

palo. 25c at W. C. Walsh Druggist

pluralityis 85,648.

*

BREEDING tuitkcYS.

Br- Bnrnham’sSanJak

ATTCNTIOM!

The germ

killer bt old age.

Whyf

BUILDS YOU UP,
and KEEPS YOU UP.
IT

Shelter llonar* Needed Only la Very
Cold Cltmatea.

Because pus and germ become oxiTurkeys do better when they can
dised when San Jak comes
conroost In the open. If well fed they will
tact with mucous tissue of the body.
thrive more In the shelter of the trees
San Jak is the old age killer by disthan In a close confined house, says
solving the earth salts from the
the Feather. The troubles that’ arise
blood through the kidneys. Pre- I do not pasteurize tny cream for the from allowing them to live lit the trees
vents ossification or a boney-like reason that I, as well as any other are that they become wild and frehardening of the arteries. San Jak private dairyman,can have conditions quently are stolen. If housed their
cures your heart ache, back ache, such as will keep the undesirable bac- quarters should be airy, roomy, and
teria (that Is a genteel name for dirt) perfectly clean. It Is not wise to have
leg jche, your kidney trouble disout of my cream, says L. W. Llghty In them roost with other poultry. If
appears, your liver is soon nourished
National Stockman. To tell just when
you need no pills. Stomach and the cream has attained the proper de- found necessaryto coniine them all
that Is necessary Is a shed or house
bowel trouble you soon have none gree of acidityor ripeness we may use that will protect them from the eleand you are again strong and well. the acid test, but the practical butter- ments and marauders of all kinds and
Dr. Burnham has spent a lifetime maker soon learns to tell by the sense at the same time not lie too confining
analyzing to find elements to of smell and sight so accurately that for them. Place the roosts well up

m

We

carry the largest line of

and Secondhand

new

Bicycles in the

city.

When

in

need of a

bicycle give

us a call before going elsewhere as

we

can save you money.
also do repairingof bicycles

We
and

recovering umbrellas, repair
ing guns, lockf etc.

Tubbargan
29

&

Zanting.

West Sixteenth street.

COAIs AND
(Hard
Soft) VFOOD,
&

Baled Hay ami Straw, Feed
Bran, Etc. Give us
a trial.

neutralize poison in the human
bcd>. He has found it and gives it
the name of San Jak. You cannot
forget. He is a wonder and his
remedy is a marvel to humanity
Sold and guaranteed by J. 0.
Doesburg druggist,who is reliable
to hand back your money if all is
not as
tf 33

represented.
In Nad ihaso

Millions rush in mad chase after
health, from one extreme of faddism

BOTH PHONES.
All orders promptly delivered.

J. Y. Huizinga

&

New

Co.

South River St.

Cook

Man

verst

DENTISTS
All Work Guaranteed.
Painless Extracting
«

TOWER BLOCK, HOLLAND.
Cor. Blrer and

EighthlSta. Clt.PhonajV

Slops ThtCough

m

Works OB

(ML

Tie

to another, when, if they would
only eat good food, and keep their
bowels regular with Dr. King’s

Laxative Bromo Quinihe Tablets
cures a cold in one day. No cure,
no pay. Price, 25
10 iw

cents.

let druggistimpoee a

and

and stomach
W. C. Walsh, drug

for liver

to keep tab on the accuracyof our
noses and eyes. With the Farrington
alkaline tabletsand a graduated glass
cylinder to measure the cream and
solution the test for acid Is easily
made.
The art of telling when cream la In
the best condition for churning can
only be acquired by practice. Look at
the cream and it has a satiny gloss;
move the paddle and It has a heavy,
smooth feel; lift the paddle out and It
Is covered uniformly with a smooth
layer of cream and will not run off In
streaks,but uniformlylike sirup, and
as the large drops of cream fall into
the cream vat they leave deep dents
In the cream which will remain for a

moment.
The

£

Not a Patent

Medicine.

Ws

In localities where it Is not too cold
during the winter months It Is better
to allow the breedingstock to roost
out In the open, either in the trees or
upon roosts prepared for them by
planting posts that project about e^ght

'

•

SuatTiOo

M

TEAS and
COFFEES
Boot

Liver PreparathNi

Delicious to
the Taste.

no test is needed to secure uniformity, from the floor and keep the Inte-lor
and yet It Is well to test occasionally perfectly clean and free from vermin.

ripening process develops the
trouble, 25c at
characteristicflavor and aroma in the
butter, and the best butter can only
store; guaranteed.
be made when conditions are correct.
—
TUB KEY HOUSB.
! During the ripening process the cream
feet
above
the ground. Upon these
riles! hi*!
i should be stirred frequently, and all
ui tfiUiauialuUifcj rt.toiutittui win onr« 1 should be ripened in one vessel to se- place long poles about two or two and
."SfU cure uniformity;otherwise we ere like- a half inches in diameter for roosts.
sola os tt ponrtlc*. (live*iint»ntrelief.Dr. Wit- ly to lose a great deal of the butter Roosting places of this kind are better
buttermilk, because cream sheltered when located on the south
side of a barn or building. TUo writer
tax else. Every box it - uarauteed. Bo by of differentdegrees of ripeness will
has seen a flock of turkeys which go
require different lengths of time for
the year round to such a roost. They
Bold on a g la’rentee by J. o. Doeiborg, Bob churning.
belong to one of the most successful
Promtalns Holateln Cow.
turkey growers of Rhode Island, and
This splendid Holstein cow. Home- they live continually In the open, not
stead Craddock De Kol No. 49400, at
having even the shelter of the trees.
throe years old made a record of 72
In colder climates, where shelter
pounds of milk in one day, 478.8 must be provided, a house may be
built that is fashioned after many
— Thin ein be found at—
of out poultry houses with the slanting
roof. An open ventilator should be
placed In front, close to the roof, and
never be closed except In cold weather.
The roosts should be placed on a level
Groceries & Dry Goods
In the front of the house, with a sliding or rolling door In the rear. Only
F.
I).
light enough is needed for the turkeys
Physicianand Surge in.
to see the way to and from the roosts.
T'he door should be left open all day,
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO DISthat they may come and go at pleasure.
EASES OK WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
Within this house they may be fed In
cold, snowy weather.

Whal PEFFElTs NERVIGoFoidl

n’t

would

away. Prompt relief

quick cure

Weak Men Made Vigorous

SJI-*
----

Life Pills, their troubles

all pass

The Best Cod

&

Vinol contains ALL the medicinal elements of
genuine, fresh cod’s livers and their

H.

Eight Calls Promptly Attended to

worthla

cut Is reproIn thirty days her record wa»
1938.1 pounds milk and 82.88 pounds
butter. She Is considered a very promising animal and Is owned by W. A.
Matheson of Oneida county, N. Y.

Millet Seed For Fowls.
The commercialmillet seed Is about
as cheap as wheat, and It Is possible
that in the future It will become a spe-

;

with or-

ganic iron, and other body building ingredients,
in a deliciously palatable and easily digested
form. It is everywhere recognized as the greatest

BODY BUILDER AND
STRENGTH CREATOR

Kramer,

5 LEDEBOER,

oil

known to

medicine

— Vinol

is the only

preparation which contains no

oil,

cod liver

grease, or any dis*

agreeable feature, and sold on a positive guarantee

money back

give satisfaction.”
For Old People— Puny Children— Week Women -Deblllfeted, All Tired Out People- It urelng end Week HHotkere
-To Coin Fleeh-To Get Strong- All Week People—
Ohronlo Oolde - Peeking Ooughe - Bronohltle - Lung
Troublee— Nothing equele Vinol.
of

“

Try

it

—

if

if it fails to

you don't like

it,

we

your money*

return

cial food for all kinds of poultry. Mil-

CON. DE FREE

more oil than corn,
bat less starch, and is also more nitrogenous. The advantageIn Its use Is
let seed contains

DRUGGIST.

that as the seeds are very small each
hen Is compelledto eat slowly and
Cheap Cheeae.
must also perform considerable work
JOHN W.
One of the Inexplicablethings to me before she can secure a full meal.
Stock do better
If they have some dry
------------ la why people will go howling about Such method of feeding the fowls
feed and some succulent food.
trust, which seems to have no brings them nearer the natural condiO.
Is the best crop of which to make eflectt when chee8e ls M cheap thnt tions require^, ns a portion of the food
silage, while hay of some kind should ^0U8and8 of boxes of last year’s make will be digested slowly and entirely
be used for the dry fodder. -Farmer’s are gtlu ln Btocki 8nyg H. E. Cook in before all the food Is eaten. A quart
All Operations Carefully and Thor'National Stockman. The average of millet seed scattered In litter,such
oughly Performed.
lj. With evtif
Value of stiasre on the
amount of solid dry matter in beef is ns cut straw, leaves or earth, In the ICTCD IICINQ $5 orrtcr Vo"(ru»n»ntcoto cure orj^fu nd t he money. Sold at .
Silage is especially valuable to the 33 per cent, not all digestible. The morning should amply supply fifteen Arltn USINb. * boxes for «5.oo. eii.moTT’s chkoigal oon ciev
Offico over Dtesburg’s Drug Storedairyman who is carrying on winter average solid matter in cheese is Just hens until night, when a full meal of
FOR
BY J/O.
Hours— 8 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 6 p. .
dairying, increasing the flow of milk twice this amount. Full cream cheese grain and other foods may be given
much over what can be obtained by dry contains approximatelyone-tbird each for the finish of the day. Hens so kept
feed alone. Fattening cattle make more of water, fat, casein. One hundred will give better results than if fed
rapid gains when a parfof their ration pounds of beef will retail at $12— thir- twice a day or oftener.— Farm and
1 am prepared to
ls silage. Young cattle and sheep are ty-threepounds of water free food cost Fireside.
better and more cheaply fed when a $12, or 36 cents a pound. One hundred
•Pay ^Drains, Ttfako Sttotr
Stlectln* Lnylnff Stock.
part of their winter feed is silage. Some pounds of cheese ought not to cost to
If we wish to Increase the desire for
Connections
men have fed It to horses and report exceed 16 cents per pound and would
If you Inheritedor contractedany Blood DUeoee yon are never safe unleu the
cost much less If people bought it free- early laying we have the rule to guide
good results.
and all kinds of
virus or poison hss been eradicatedfrom the system.At tlm-s you aee alarming
ly, so that It could be sold at small us: Take the pullet that lays first and
symptoms, but live In hopes no seriousresultswill follow. Have yoa^y of the
Helpi Oat the Pattare.
followingBjrilipiUIURI
lOlluWinB
symptoms? OOIC
Bore LUIVBl,
ttrost,ulcerauu
on the tongue wa
or ass
In the mouth, _ hair rati
the cock that crows the youngest and
Ing out. aching palni, Uchlneoa of the skin, sores or blotches_on ths body, eye*
Silage Is not only good winter feed, mar£ln8tPipo jCayiny
watch them. If they both develop
red and smart, dyspeptic stomach, sexual weaknesa— enlarged glands. Don trust
For Cow With Sore Eyes.
to luck. Don't ruin your system with the old fogy treatment-mercury.potuhand
but there is nothing better to feed dairy
early and push forward rapidly they
patent
medicines,
which
suppress
the
symptoms
for
a
time
only
to
break
out
sgato
The best of work guaranteed
Take sulphite of zinc four grains, should be retained,provided they are
cows to help out the pasture in times of
when happy In domestic life. Don't let quacks experiment
‘otrAR-NT^ ® "
and the price is reasonable.
ME! HO
drought and short feed, says Farmer’s boric acid ten grains, camphor water not akin. Endeavor to do the same
See me before you let your contract.
Advocate. In fact, silage la so palata- one and a half ounces and distilled wa- the succeeding year. After a few seable and cows like It so well that they ter one and a half ounces. Mix and sons the propensity to lay will begin
no r'"t"
JO #9? to.
will eat some of it with great relish use In sore eyes night and morning.
| W.HParraigoit NO NAMES USED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT. W.H.Patt««*»
early in progeny, and by continued seCltz. Phone 549.
Cold Ralm Bod For Cows.
when they have good posture. There
lectionsthe habit will become permaare many dairymen who feed allage as
The Arizona experimentstation re- nently settled and the breed Improved.
HAD BLOOD POISON 12
a part of the dally ration every day In corded the results of a cold rain on the —American Stock Keeper.
The Now Method Treatment Cared Him
the year, and they are some of the most milk flow of the station herd. The
after Drugs, Mercury. Hot Springs,
don all failed.
Minorca, on the Farm.
successfuldairymen In the country.
cows were exposed three days to a cold
YYm. H. Patterson, of Baglnaw.Mich., reI have kept Mlnoreas for three years,
rain. During this time they decreased
Relished br the Stock.
iRtta hi* experience: "I do not like notoriety
and MpccUl y of thi»klnd, but I f«»l 1 owe
37 per cent in milk yield and continued but will not recommend them for farmSilage seems to be a sort of appetizer.
thla much to Dr*. K. ft K. for the great good
until it reached 50 per cent, and it was ers, says a Pennsylvania farmer In
they have done me. I had a seriousblood disIt is not only easily digested, but It
ease when 24 year* of *«#. The skin and blood
American Agriculturist.They lay eggs
a
month
before
they
gave
as
much
symptoms gradually developed.Pimplesand
appears to aid In the digestionof other
4J
too large for profit when sold by the
„
ulcers formed, running sorca broke out, half
milk
as
before
the
storm.
foods fed in connection with it.
Before XiOaunent tecame loose,pains In the bones and Joint*, After Treatment
dozen, and laying such large eggs they
dyspeptic stomach,foul breath. Itchy skin, etc. it Is needles*for me to •ayl]
What the Cow’* Eye Means.
tor
Clover Silage.
one. I visitedHot Springs twice f0»
tried doctors. I grew to halo tho look* of'
.....
do
not
lay oftener than every other
iporarlly, but In six months after returning
The eye of the cow, os of the human
j four months each time. It helped m. Um.
Clover makes good silage, but we
octor
friend
of
mine
advised
me
to
**•
day
as
a
rule.
Crossed
on
Brown
Leghome
I
was
as
bad
as
ever.
Finally
•
Doctor
,.,««»
-.
.......
----~
__
,
* <»
lir*. Kennedy &
ft Kerjran.
Kergan. no
He said
he had
Drs.
who no
uid known of them for over ID years, tad I
must have some dry fodder to feed being. Is Indicativeof much. It shows horn they make a good fowl for the
h«
they
made
a
specialty
ofthese
disease*
and
treated
the
worst
«»*es
by
the
httUthe character dnd force of the nervous
with the silage, and generally you can
died they ought to be expert In curing thm. I was efreld ®T advertJglngdoctor*,
colony plan.
but I Voc'k hi? advice. tU. greed jo treat me under a ^^jee ornoW. i
make hay or field cured clover a great energy back of it If the nervous force
Is strong the eye will show marked indeal easier than you can corn, so we
Doctoring: Fowl*.
had better make the corn Into silage telligence. It will be wide open, and
In nine cases out of ten It is a waste
M?#- V]
and the clover Into hay, although clo- the sight will appear to be penetrat- of time and money to doctor a sick
o, «... «1U for . QomUod B!uk|
ing. It is said that a cow with a placid
ver makes good silage If It Is properly
fowl, and unless an especiallyvaluafor Home Treatment.
eye always has a good disposition, and
put in.— C. P. Woodrich,Fort Atkinson,
ble specimen the hatchet Is the best
this Is doubtless true of the human aniWls., In American Cultivator.
remedy, says Commercial Poultry.
s
mal. But there is such a thing as hav- The time to doctor the fowls Is before
: —
Cement PlaateredSilo.
ing an eye too open, and this indicates
DETROIT,
148 SHELBY
A Pennsylvaniacorrespondent of Ru- too great nervousness and that the ani- they get sick. Hood care and cleanliness
are
all
that
Is
necessary.
ral New Yorker says: I helped to build mal Is easily frightened. The same U
a cement plastered silo last summer. true of the quick flashing eye. The
The Chicken Not a Scnveh*er.
r.
.
The plan was 2 by 4 foot studding one eye of the cow can be studied with
,,'C. L ’ If the snimt care were taken to profoot apart, ten feet high and twentyprofit.
vide fowls with quarters, runs and
six feet high. We made a concrete
$500
feed ns we ordinarilyuse before buybed, and the carpenter made a ring
Manor* In the Bam.
We
will
pay the above reward tor any caw ct
ing a horse diseases would not weaken
with notches one foot apart. There he
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia, Sick Headad*
If I could have a barn just ns I the young broods or sweep away the
Indication, Constipation or CoeUveneea wa
set the studding in, and then he put a would like, I would have the dressing
crlnnot cure with Llvertta, the UCrToentire flock. The chicken as a scaven2 by 4 piece between each stud every taken entirely away from the barn and
Llltle Llvor Pill when the direction,|W; It
ger Is not a crowing success.-Farm
ly compliedwith. They are purely V
thirty Inches, spiked, with twenty- not put Into a basement for the cowa
and
never fall to Rive satisfaction.I
__
contain 100 Pills,10c boxes contain 40
penny nails and two Iron bands around to stand over, says a Maine farmer In and Ranch.
boxes contain lb Pills. Beware of
the silo screwed together. On the in- AmericanCultivator.
Feeding Millet.
and imitations. Sent by mail.
side we used celling lath four feet long,
NERVITA
i a Air.LMiyAU
MEDICAL CO., vur.
Cor.
A gUI of millet seed to better than a
I Btt.. Chicago. Ill Sold by
soaked to bend them In, and a fivequart The small seeds Induce the
Scanty Rations Mean Lou.
penny nail at every atnd, and two coat*
Liberal feeding Is always profitable hens to search for them, and they thus
of cement, the last one flowed down,
for dairy cows, provided the cow Is keep at work. Sometimes one or two
and the next day a cement ^asb to
one that should be kept for the pro- seeds are sufficient to Indace a hen to
j dose every crack. This, one gave perscratch In a pile of dirt or othw Jitter
> feet satisfaction. They filled it to the duction of milk. Scanty rations aro for hours.— Poultry. News.
lltlllll.
Always fed at a loss.
> top, and It was perfect In every way.

FbFFEB MEDICAL

ASS’N, Chicago, 111.
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Jac6b Wise Dies

Additional Local.

of

of

Congest on

^ee Fairbonk’a nd and note the' The death of Jacob Wise, promi*
BRIDE'S STEPFATHER KILLS SONVargains offered in Xmas presents. nent for a number of years as a
IN-LAW AND HIS FATHER.
~~r:
, merchant here, occurred Wednes_ Bora to Alderman and Mrs. A.
af,ernoon ofcong.snon of the
Portma, Wednesday— a
brain. Thounh Mr. W ite had not Also Wound* Another Member of the
Family— Mqrder Occurs
Prof. John M. VanderMeulenwill bee“ ^ good health for some time,
in Texas.
conduct services in the Third Re- many of his acquaintances were not
aware that his conditionwas serious
formed church next Sunday.
Fort Worth, Tex., Nov. 30.— Last Sunand iii3
aiiKX
his uvcairi
death was
vr c*3 v-wu
considerable
uv. a
wt
of a day Steve McKinney, a young farmer
Dr. Masienbroek went to Grand SU|-prjseiTuesday evening was the who had been paying court to the stepRapids on business this morning first time that
manifested daughter of J. M. Williams,near Alvaraandth:s afternoon he attended the symptoms that were really alarming do, failing to win Williams1 consent to
funeral of J. B. King of Muskegon. and two physicians were with him marriage ran away with the girl and
during the night but their labors married her. This greatly enraged WilGrand Haven harbor is menaced
liams, as young McKinney and his
were of no avail.
a dangerous bar which is said to
bride returned home, and the brideMr. Wise was born in Russia and
groom went to work on his farm. Wil3ke the north entrance to the harcame to this country at the age of liams swore vengeance, but the neighr, making pntry of heavily loaded
17 years, settling first in Syracuse, bors did not believe a tragedy was imift from that quarter extremely
then at Toronto, then at Milwaukee pending. Williams went to the town ot
agerousand finallyhere. For twenty years Alvarado and bought a Winchester
At a congregationalmeeting of the he was aresident of this city. rifle. Then, riding out to the field where
as a rpeddler
carrying
Fourteenth street Christian He- Starting
-------- 0 first
----------------J a the bridegroom, his father and brother

- ,

_
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TRAGEDY FOLLOWS WEDDINE

the Brain

|

d

son.

•

.....

3

'

i

l/

i

1

I

he

1

formed church last Wednesday,E. S.
Holkeboer and G. J- Deur were elected elders,the latter succeedingJohn
Ck VanAnrooy who declined a reelection. R. Mulder and Peter
Schoon were re-elected deacons.

were at work, the enraged man, without
house to house he gradually forged a word, opened fire. The elder McKinahead until he was able to start a ney rushed to the rescue of his boy and
was himself shot dead. The brother,

a

pack

of

store on a small capital where
too, sought to shield brother and
Lanting's blacksmith shop now father, but the crack of the rifle in Wilstands. Later he moved to a place liams' hand ended his effort. Steve Mcnear the

TIuj charter

goods and notions from

city

hall and about twelve Kinney and

committee is in Mus years ago he bought property on

iegou today to study that city’s plan
of municipal gonemment and obtain
pointers that will aid them in the
xerision of the Holland charter. The
committee is consideringthe advisi-

East Eighth street, occupying tor
time a

wooden

building.

a

About two

years ago he built the brick building that is now occupied by his
store and residence.
bility of establishing a police court
Mr. Wise is survived by a wife,
to take the place of the several jus- four daughters, Leah; Ida, Gertice’s courts and will pay particular trude and Tressa, and one son,
attention to Muskegon’s police court Samuel.
system.
The funeral services were held

his father, E. V.

McKinney,

lay dead in the field, the remaining son

being desperatelywounded. Officers
have started to arrest Williams,and
trouble is anticipated,as he is thoroughly desperate and crazed over the
escapade of the runaway. The bride is
prostrated and in a pitiable plight. Ail
parties to the tragedy are respectable
and well-to-dofarmers.

this forenoon at ten o’clock and the

The lecture given at W inant’s
services were in charge of the local
Chapel last evening by Col. C.'H.
lodge of Odd Fellows, of which
French was attended by
b a large Mr. Wise was a prominent mem
audience that greatly appreciated
her. The body was taken to Greenhia. vivid description of die havoc
wood cemetary, Grand Rapids, for

NOTED ACTRESS

DIES.

ming

Lake Michigan

in an

im-

Get Youn Tickets for the Big
canvas bag that resembled an
Show
airehip in shape.
Get your tickets for the big poulNissen left Chicago in the bag
Tuesday intendingto drift across the try show. It will he at the Slagh &
hie. His body was found near Zuidewind building in all its’ glory
Stevensville,seven miles south of for four (lavs beginning December
St Joseph yesterday, and the balloon 20.
There will be birds galore from
boat in complete collapse was found
ob the shore about 200 feet north of every part of the state and every
the body. An examination showed other poultry show will be faded by
that death was caused by exhaustion. the big exhibit of the Holland
Upon a card was found the farewell Poultry & Pet Stock association.
address of Capt. Nissen: “In the
dmir, cannot use the air hose.” By an
examination of Nissen’s effects it was
found that his watch had stopped at
•:45. It is well established that
Nissen reached the east shore as he
Mad intended and that he was killed
after the balloon, dashed upon the
grovel shore by the high waves had
collapsed and cast him, benumbed
aid exhaustednigh unto helplessaesB, upon the beach, where he was
grovelled about by the angry waters
until death ensued.

Paralysis in Actors' Home

on Long Island.

New York, Nov. 30.— Mme. Janauschek, the actress, died Tuesday in the
Brunswick home at Amityville, L. I.,
where for the last four months she
had been a private patient as a charge
of the actors’ fund. Paralysis and a
general debility were the immediate
cause of death. She was 74 years old,
having been born in Prague, Bohemia,
in 1830. In 1867 she came to the United
States and played Medea and other
roles in German, and later made a success in tragic roles in English. She
essayed such parts as Deborah, Blanca,
Mary Stuart, Queen Elizabeth, Lady

December 8, 9, 10 are the dates
•n which the Fair, to be given by
Ladies Aid Society of the M. E.
church, will be held in theC. J.
DeRoo building on East Eighth
street, until lately occupied by
Peiters 5 and 10 cents store. ^The
ladies have been very successfulin
their efforts thus far and the Fair
will undoubtedly be a great success.

A great
have

many

been

valuable articles
received and will be

offered for sale; among others a
tombined thermometer and barometer from Foster
Stevens,
Grand Rapids, retailing at $8.00, a
Sue robe valued at $5.00 and
great number of other articles for
«se and ornament.
The booths that will be erected
will be made very attractive and it
will pay anyone to come and see
them. Meals will be furnished at
sjets or 3 dinners and 3 supper* for
$1.00. (The ladies are noted for
getting up good meals.) A fine
program will be rendered every afternoon and evening, consisting of
instrumental and vocal music,
drills by small children, 0 c. The
fair will be made very enjoyable and
profitable to anyone who will attend
and it is hoped that a good sum of

&

money will be received as
it is needed very much in
•rder that the people of the
M. E. church maybe enabled to
pay f 1000 of the indebtedness now
resting on their church. Come
everyone and enjoy yourself and at
the same time help a good cause.

burned, it is thought fatally.The force
of the explosion was not very great,
though heard for miles. The loss will
be several thotisanddollars.

Will Be Heard December 10.
Nov. 30.— Attorney
F. T. Richardson appearedbefore the
United States circuit court of appeal*
sitting here Wednesday and asked for
writs of habeas corpus In the case of
the Denver electionJudges under sentence for contempt of court The case
will be heard on its merits by the
United States circuit court of appeals
Bittingen banc at St. Louis, Decem10.

Gen. Wilson Made Chairman.
Washington,Nov. 30.— ChairmanCortelyou,-of the national republicancommittee, Wednesday announced the appointmentof Gen. John M. Wilson, U.
S. A., retired,as chairman of the insugural committee.

Notice
The Western Social Conference
Nvill hold a regular meeting on
Tuesday, Dec. 13. 1904, at io a. m..
in the President’s room, Graves’
Library, Holland, Mich.
Papers will be read as follows:
CHARLES MC CLAIR.
1. Endless Punishment of the
Wicked
and its Place in the
Clias. McClave, one of the best
preaching of the Gospel.

judges in the United States, wil
score. For premium list or informa
tion address the secretary,L. S.
Sprietsma,Holland.

Hope College.
D. Dykstra returned from his
home at Monroe, S. Dak. Wednesday evening.

John Huizenga a former student
at Hope and W. H. DeKlein ’02
visited friends and acquaintances
00 Tuesday.
The Sophomore and “B” classes
chemistryattended by Prof. D.
B, Yntema visited the sugar factory
in

on Wednesday afternoon in

order

to watch the process of making
sugar from the sugar beet and to
observe certain chemical reactions.
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great disolution sale

and

if

you have

closes

Saturday, December 10

not taken advantage of this extraordinarybargain

do so before the above date. This sale has
been the most snccesfnl in our history and we disposed of an immense quant,
ity of merchandise to well pleased customers. Still our stock is much larger
giving event don’t fail to

than we want
broken

to invoice

lots, etc.,

and

to

make a rapid clearance

in certain

odds and ends

we have placed prices that must appeal to economical buyers.

Shoes
Remember, that after the above dale that the

Queen Quality Shoes
prices and

if

ular shoes

it

will

he sold at regular

you have not stocked up on these pop-

do

will be to your interest to

so as

you

probably never have the chance to buy again

at the present prices.

THE

FAIR.

St. Paul, Minn.,

ber

Great Fair By M. E. Ohurch

i

Mme. Janauschek Passes Away from

brought on the Island of Manistique
burial.
by the eruption of Mount Pelee. The
aihstrationsand moving pictures,
Bees Pay Church Debt
were good. The Colonel will lecture
LaCrosse County bees, by strict
tonight at the Chapel on a “Trip to
the Klondyke,” and those who wish attention to business during the
to heai- a good lecture amply illus- summer months, helped out the
tiated should attend. This after- congregation of a little country
noon at 4 o’clock Colonel French will church from an unpleasantburden
give an illustrated entertainmentfor of debt. The means to lift the
theehildren of the public schools at debt could not be seen, and it was
VinatULs Chapel. The admission feared the church would have to go
Macbeth and Me^ Merrilies.
will he 15 cents. The admission to- to its creditors, when members of
night will be 35 cents to holders of the congregationdiscovered that
Fatal Explosion.
course tickets, and 50 cents to others. bees had made their hon.e in the
Xenia, O., Nov. 30. — One man was
church walls. * As they were not killed and three fatally Injured in an
esteemed good neighbors for explosion at Goes, five miles north of
Nissen Goes to Death in
church meetings, the clapboards this city, Wednesday morning. A press
‘Tool Killer”
were torn off to dislodge the visi- mill of the Miami powder works exploded with several thousand pounds of
Peter Xiuen, the Chicago man tors. Then it was found that the
powder, destroying the building and
who won fame by going over the space was filled with fine honey. It everything about It. Matthew Smith
was
sold
and
enough
money
was
Hiagria Falls in a curiouslybuilt
was killed and Charles Moon, Conrad
realized to meet the church debt.
botrt met his death this week while
Hawk and Mr. Shlngedecker very badly

ense

Will Close
December 0

Primr, Rev. John Oosewaarde.
, Rev. A. W. Dejongh.
2. Christianity in its Relation to

IF

CLOTHING VALUES;

1 1

JUDGE

YOU ARE A
If

if

you kuow good clothing

you are a cloth expert you will

see our Fall Line of Suitt*

realize

when you

and Prices what bargains

we are now offering, At any rale you know what yon have
paid before; now then we ask you to

come and
' v

See for Yourself
money will do here. Folks that have bought
before are now telling their frienda
what a

li tie

Many amother has

Sec

Crime and Criminals.
Prim., Rev. S. C. Nettinga,
Sec., Rev. C. Kuiper.
The Brethren will please give
immediate notice of attendance to
Dr. G. J. Kollen, Holland. Mich.
J. H Karrtf.n, Sec’y.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 26, 1904.
For Holiday gifts he sure and visit
John Vandersluis’sDry Goods store.
A big special next Wednesday when
you ran buy a good outing flannel
for 31,0 a yard and1 Ladies 88.50
Jackets for $5.50 each.

found

by actual experience that

her

boy’s shoes will

wear longer than

some others and

that for the

price—

$1.50, we gave the best in town, a
real leather

shoe. There

is a bfg

difference in shoes, these are
leather. We

fit

and always try

.

all

them with care and

to please.

Tortore uf a rreathfr

The

of the torture cf Rev.
O. D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist
church, of Harpersville. N. Y,
will interest you. He says: “I
sufferedagonies, because of a persistent cough, resulting from the
Students of the Seminary will on grip. I had to sleep sitting up in
next Sunday occupy pulpits as fol bed. I tried many remedies, withlows: J. Wesselink, Forest Grove; out relief, until I took Dr. King’s
M. Kuster. Hamilton; B. F. Brink- New Discovery for Consumption,
man, Briton; C. W. Deelsnyder, coughs and colds, which entirely
Dalton; Trof. J. M. VanderMeulen cured my cough, and saved] me
from consumption.” A grand cure
Third; Holland.
for diseased conditions of throat
Wanted— 2 farms, describe; e>» and Lungs. At W. C. Walsh,
chai g-'S. E, Reppert, 34 Clark druggist; price 50c and fl.ool
street Chicagoguaranteed. Trial bottle free.
story

At the Adelphic Society held at
the home of Dr. Dubbink, Dr.
Beardslee read a paper on the subject The Relation of Children to
the Church.
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Holland, Michigan,

